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PLEASANT DREAMS

KILLED BY EARTHQUAKE fN ITALY

I

RECEPTION

TONIGHT

AT COMMERCIAL CLUB

!

FOR TEACHERS

Horror of Situation as Result of Earth
Disturbance, Tidal Wave and Fire
Grows With Each Report From Stricken District of Southern Italy and Island of Sicily, While Full Extent of
the Disaster Cannot be. Realized by
Those Engaged in Caring for

,MJ"MM)S

A THE MOJT PlABOlKtOriE

f'

Educators of New Mexico to
be E terlalntd Afur
ihe Lecture by
Dr. Vincent.
CHANGES

InTaW
AREJRtCOMMENDEIT

Council Discusses Matters of
terest and Takes Action to
Improve the Schools
MANY

MIRE CIIIB,

TOWNS AND VILLAGES

AND INHABITANTS

BURIED

UNDERNEATH

RAZED
THE

of the
RUINS

and Queen of Italy Go to the Scene of Disaster and
Troops Are Pouring Into Stricken District to Prevent
Looting and Aid In the Work of Rescuing and Caring for
the Wounde- d- Many Are Yet Burled Alive Under Debris
and Cannot be Rescued, for Several Days -- Fire Adds to
Horror and Prevents Work of Rescue While Aiding Robbers.

King

cal police chief lies dead In the ruins
of his office and the barracks at Messina have been demolished.
The
commander of the troops was killed
outright and many of the enlisted
men were victims.
Will Shoot Looters.
The government
last night Bent
General Felera Di Cassatto, an army
corps commander, to take full charge
of the troops in the devastated territory and one of the first moves will
be to declare martial law. The rob-oepillaged the ruins of the shattered buildings and even stole clothing and valuables from the bodies of
the victims. They were not deterred
by the flames which broke. ut at Va
rious places In the city but took advantage of the light made by burn
ing debris to continue their vandal-

ln. 2. The Tribuna
intimates Hint the total

Home,

txlny

casualties in Calabria ami Sic
ily are between OO.UOO and 70,
000.

Quivii Helena lu refused to
allow her husband, the king, to
go alone to the scene of the dis- aster. She wild tliat she would
share her IuikIwiuTs dnngvra, and
cuiiHCiucnt)y both left this after- noon for the Miuili. It is an- nouiiced hero tliat rope Pius will
inaugurate the establishment of
an iiiumutloiml committee of
Konwiii Catlioilcs tlie world over,
to avJl Mir Ivor of the mtas-troihe. The pope heads the sub- Kcriptlon U Ht with 1,000,000 Urea,
($200,000). It Is understood
that Uie king will give 2,000,000
lires for tlie relief of tlio victims.

rs

ism.

The night at Messina wag one of
fire,
horror indescribable.
With
robbery and the dead and dying on
every side, the city was in the utHome, Dec. 29. Southern Italy and most confusion.
The people were
the island of Sicily have been visited panic stricken and under a spell of
by an appalling calamity, the extent terror.
of which cannot as yet be grasped.
Many Heroic Acts.
An earthquake yesterday morning
Troops began to arrive at Messina
wrecked city after city and obliter- last night and this morning a number
ated smaller towns without number. of steamers arrived from the peninThen a tidal wave swept along the sula with soldiers. Patrols were at
strait of Messina and added to the i once organized and an effort made to
people in their bring some order into
drowning
horror,
the situation.
Welplessness and panic. Fire came to Bands of citizens were formed
to help
complete the work of destruction, and in the work of rescue. Many courcountless numbers of men, women ageous acts were performed by citiend children were burned to death.
zens and soldiers alike and In some
An adequate estimate of the total cases the rescuers
lost their lives
casualties is yet quite impossible, but while trying to help others. Toward
the Tribuna places the number be- morning the worst of the fires were
tween 60.000 and 70,000.
extinguished and the looting was parThe horror and destructiveness of tially Etopped.
Comparative
order
this earthquake will probably exceed was restored before daylight. Everythat of any earthquake In Italy since thing possible is being done to suc1783, when 40,000 perished at Mes- cor the wounded
but the relief meassina alone. Reports of heavy loss of ures are utterly Inadequate,
owing to
life are coming in every hour from the immensity of the disaster.
city, town and village In the stricken
The finest palaces,
and
district and the story in detail has theatres of Messina are churches
heaps of ruins.
only begun to be told. The horror Countless
bodies are scattered through
crows as the reuorts come in.
the ruins and the decomposition of
The minister of the interior has those bodies will doubtless bring pestelegraphed from Messina, saying that tilence and add to the horror of the
the bodies of 70 Englishmen and 30 situation.
Germans are buried beneath the ruins
Humes Complete Work.
of the hotels Trlnacria, victoria ana
The devastation in the entire disBellevue at Messina.
trict la complete and no part of the
province of Reggio and Calabria esIH'LiIIm are Horrible.
caped damage.
The disturbances
Rome, Dec. 29. The earthquake were most severe along the shores of
and tidal wave d saster In the prov the straits of Messina where the clt
ince of Calabria and the Island of its of Messina and Reggio are sit
Sicily today assumed staggering pro- rated.
portions, and in place of vague ruIn more than one town the shock
mors and indefinite Information yes- raused the gas meters to explode and
terday, today brings report after re- iHfcustrous lires resulted. The flames
port of cities demolished, lives lost helped greatly to swell the death list
nd property damaged to the extent
The contlguration of the straits of
of millions of dollars.
Messina has been materially altered
Each successive report from the by the earthquake.
The tidal wave
stricken region makes it more and that completed the work of destruc
more apparent that the first stories t:on started by the earthquake, was
told of the destruction of life and 32 feet high.
property were little, if any, exaggerWireless telegraphy has been of the
ated. Messina alone reports 12,000 greatest assistance in getting reports
victims, but it la feared that this Is from the devastated districts and Li
only a partial list of the dead and In- helping the authorities to realize the
jured. Reports coming In from oth- extent of the disaster and to end help
er towns give the list of dead in each where it is needed the worst. Ths
flare from 500 up to several thou- Fjing squadron of the Italian navy,
sand.
composed of three of the best batlti'port Are lacking.
tleships, which had left for a cruise
The city of Reggio still remains In before the disaster, was reached by
isolation. It is impossible to get word wireless and ordered to return to
from the stricken city and the silence Messina. The British squadron
at
Syracuse has also left for Messina.
gives rise to the most fearful
MesThere are also several Russian ships
News has come from
sina, fight miles north of Reggio, but at Syracuse.
no
is
of
reliable
the
The dome of the cathedral at Cat-onthere
estimate
wnrnt
collapsed and other churches, as
4nl Ihprp. VnnriAllnm nf th governwell as the city hall, threaten to fall
kind has broken out and the
ment has been forced to udopt the at any minute. At Plposto the tidal
tost severe measures. Robbers and wave was 25 feet high.
looters are shot on sight by the
One Town Hazed.
troops. The prison at Messina colThe minister of marine this after-upo- n
lapsed and some of the prisoners were
5
at o'eioik received a win-leskilled. The survivors escaped and message, esti.. atlng that the dead at
Joined tha "Hooligans," who are sackMessina will number 50 000. There
ing the city.
Is ytt no news from Reggio.
Such confusion reigned that the
Reports have Just been received
robbers met no resistance. The lo from two other towns in Calabria, the
appre-aeiu-io-

In-

n.

la

s

towns of Cassano and Cosenza. Cassano is said to have 1,000 dead while
the wounded number 500. At Cosen-zthe dead number BOO at least, that
many bodies having been taken from
the ruins. Cassano had a population
of 6,700 while Cosenza Is the center
of a community of 21.000.
Premier Glolltte has received a
telegram confirming the previous report of the complete destruction of
Messina by tire, following t'he earthquake.
The dltpatch says that the
dead at Messina number tens of thousands.
Can't lie Ileweucd.
A dispatch from Palermo, Sicily,
says that the dead at Messina us a
result of the earthquake and tidal
wave yesterday is estimated at 12,000.
Scores arc still alive beneath the ruing
of the city and owing to the Inadequacy of the means of rescue at hand
it is impossible to reach thco unfortunates and bring them out in time to
save their lives. Other dispatches received here plau the list of dead at
Meseina at even more appalling Azures.
The Tribuna publishes, a telegram
saying that the casualties will reach
This rea total of 75,000 person
port has not been substantiated.
A Story of Horror.
Catania, Dec. 29. Following is a
graphic story told by a woman who
arrived here from Messina this morning, badly injured:
"Infernal Is the only word that will
describe the fearful scene," she said.
"When the first shock came, most of
the city was asleep. I was awakened
by the rocking of the house. The
windows swayed and the crockery
end glass crashed to the floor. I was
half stunned but knew that the only
thing to do was to make my way out
of doors.
"The streets were filled with people. Everybody rushed out In their
right clothes, heedless of the rain,
Ter- which was falling in torrents.
lific shrieks arose from all sides.
and we heard the frantic appeals
coming from unfortunates pinned be
rcath the ruins. Walls were totter
ing all around us and not one of our
arty txpected to escape alive.
"My brothers and sisters were with
we
me. and in frenzy and terror.
grouped our way through the streets,
holding our own against the panio
stricken people, clambering over the
piles of ruins until we reached a
l luce of comparative safety. But this
was not done before I was struck
down and badly Injure. by a piece of
furniture that fell from an upper
story of a house. All along the road
we were jostled by scores of fleeing
people,
half clad like ourselves.
Houses seemed to be crashing to the
ground In whatever direction we went.
"Suddenly the gas began to pour
Into the town and this seemed to me
Eventually,
the end of everything.
we reached the principal square
In
Messina and found two or three thou,
rand people utterly terrified, assembled. I saw one of the big buildings
on the square collapse. It seemed to
me that scores of persons were burled beneath the ruins. Then I lost
consciousness and I remembered no
more."
Mt. Etna Is Active.
Mount Eetna is this morning showing considerable activity, and detonations, which can be plainly heard In
this city, together with a volume of
smoke rolling out of the crater, have
added to the panic of the people. According to a director of the local observatory, the activity Is directly con
nected with earthquakes of yester
day which wrought such havoc at
Calabria and Sicily, but a great erup
tion Is not expected as sucn prenom- -

ena seldom accompanies violent
mic disturbances.

seis-
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Red CroK to Help,
29.
Washington, Dec.
The Rd
Cross society today pent out telegraphic requests to nil Its branches
for relief funds to be applied to the
sufferers in Italy.
President Roosevelt today, through
the stHte i di!artmenV sent to King
Victor Emanuel of Iuily, a dispatch
expressing his horror and that of the
American people over the disaster
which has befallen southern Italy and
Sicily by the earthquake, and tendering his sincere sympathy. The president also notes that the American
Red Cross society has Issued an appeal for contributions to aid the sufferers and that the organization has
notified him that It will Immediately
communicate with tho Italian Red
Cross society.
The state department Is without
advices from Its diplomats or consular ofilces In Italy regarding tho disaster. Mrsslna, where the results of
the earthquake were appalling, has
both a cormul, A. S. Cheney and a
deputy consul, Joseph. H. Pierce.
As private cablegrum after cablegram confirmed tho frightful extent
of the catastrophe, the attaches of
the Italian embassy freely expressed
grief. When Slgnor Roberto Centu-rsecretary of the emlr.i.sjiy,
was
shown the dispatch In which the Tribuna estimated that 75,000 people
were killed, he seized hia head In his
hands and exclaimed:
"My God, how terrible. Can It Vie

Messina say that there were 100 foreigners In the Hotel Trinacrlu, and
they all lost their lives. The hotel
was completely obliterated. It wh one
of the best in tho city and wis patronized almost exclusively by tourists.
Railroad communication with Messina has been restored. A tralnload
of refugees came In hero this morning but they were all maddened with
terror and none were capable of giving a connected account, of tho catastrophe.- All agree that Messina 'was
destroyed and the dead can be counted by the tens of thousands. Trlaneria
hotel with ninety guests waa demolished. The city hall, bourse, telegraph offices and barracks were also
destroyed. A tidal wave, thirty feet
high swept up three streets of the
city in the height of the confusion.
Hundreds of hulf dressed men. women and children were caught n the
onrush of the waters and drowned or
Injured.
Refugees declare that the entire
country around Messina has been
and several villages have disappeared. Reggio x described as being nothing but a vast sepulchre.
Paris, Dec. 29. The minister
marine has ordered two French
tleships and three torpedo boat
stroyers to proceed to Messina to
victims.

of
batdeauc-c-

or

o,

true?"

The delay In receipt of oftlctal news
at the Italian embassy is taken to
mean that the officials In Rome are
giving all their attention to aiding
the stricken region.
Ixindon, Dec. 29. A special dispatch from Rome says that the pope
has been notified that the entire religious communities of Messina and
Reggio, Including bishops, priests,
monks and nuns, have been wiped out
by the earthquake and fire.
Death lint Grows.
Monte Ix'one, Calabria, Dec. 29.
The town of Paimi has been practically destroyed as has alno Jiugnara.
10,000
The dead at Palmi number
and It is impossible to estimate the
number of injured. Largo numbers
of killed are also at Kugnura and the
list of injured there are heavy. Details are lacking. A tidal wave inundated a villa at San Giovanni,
feet back from the shore line.
Palmi had 10,000 inhabitants and
Bagnara, 7,500.
Only Few IicaM-d- .
London, Dec. 29. A dispatch from
Canzor says that only a few thousand out of the entire population at
Reggio have escaped death or injury.
o
Dleuteneant General Flerra Dl
has ordered all looters and robbers to be shot on sight.
Martial
law will be Instituted throughout the
earthquake zone. The population at
Reggio Is placed at fifty thousand. The
city la south of Messina.
Tlie King to Help.
Naples, Dec.
King Victor Emmanuel will proceed to Calabria and
Sicily and do all In his power to further the work of rescue. It Is reported here that the prefect of Reggio
was killed In the earthquake and an
Inspector general from the home of
fice hus been sent to replace him. The
prefect is the head of the province
and corresponds to the governor of
a state In America.

Malta, Dec. 29. The British battleship and two cruisers left here yesterday for Mussina to render every
assistance to survivors of the disaster.

TUOlltl.K IS .si:ttm:i.
The Hague. Dec. 29. The foreign
cfttce has made public a statement that
the trouble between Holland and
Venezulea is provisionally at an end
and that the Netherlands will hold
its hand pending the progress, of the
new Gomez administration.

A
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NORMAL

SCHOOL IS WANTED
fhe Veoplc of Eastern New
III Ask That It He
YYIlliu.ii.

Mexico

Heltiy.

Eastern New Mexico Is particularly
well repirsei reif at the n.eetlng of
New Mexico educators here this week,
and among the prominent educators
from that part of th territory Is Mrs.
b. F. Culberson, superintendent of
Koosevelt county, and M. 11. Brasher,
r jperintendent of Chaves county, both
of whom are leading the movement
for the establishment of another Normal school in the territory, located
in one of the eastern counties. They
the assistance of all the teachers
from that part of the territory, and
are boosting the plan continuously.
"KooseBays
Mrs.
Culberson:
velt county alone has 30,000 people,
9S per cent of whom are of Anglo-Suxo- n
of
descent. The percentage
college educated people is great and
raturally those people want their
children educated In the best echools
available. While the central, northern and southern part of the territory Is well supplied with higher
Institutions of learning, the eastern
part of the territory has little to offer
utter the public school and high
school courses are completed. The
children must attend schools at great
distance and at Increased expense or
consider their education finished.
"The Pecos Valley Teachers' association at its recent meeting favored
the establishment of a Normal school
In one of the eastern counties and
we are steadily working toward this.
It will give the children of that part
of the territory a chance to receive
higher education and' will also be of
value in training teachers.
"We have also a plan under way
to grade the county schools from first
to eighth grades, and provide central
county high schools for the pupils
after they complete the grade work.
We believe this plan will be a big
improvement and hope to see It In
operation soon."

WOOIi MA11KCT ltOO.MI;.
Uaston, Dec. 29. The local wool
market In again booming and activity
Is noticeable everywhere.
A heavy
sale in Montana wool, which has been
pending for the past month, Is announced, more than 3,0110,000 pounds
changing hands at three-eight- s.
Half
bloods are being cleaned up at 22 t'XION
and 22'j and 23c.

tNFAlll IJST

bl'KPUNDia) A W II U.K.
York, Dec. 29. Notwithprotests
the unanimous
the Jail sentence Imposed on
Samuel Compere, John Mitchell and
F"rank Morrison, the Central Federated Union here received a letter
from Mr. Gompera in which he notified unions that he had discontinued
on the advice of counsel, the "We
don't patronize" list In the future Issues of the Federatlonist,
the labor organ. Upon hearing this, the
Central Federated Union also decided
upon advice of the chairman, to suspend Its unfair list for a while. This
was agreed upon at the same gath
ering where the resolution protesting
against Judge Wright's decision was
adopted.
New

VKXKZL'EIiAXS
FIGHTIXG.
I'ort of Spain, Deo. 19. There has standing
against

been fighting at Macuro on the Venezuelan coast, between the adherents
of Castro and the crew of a gunboat,
working In the interest of President
Gomez. About twenty were killed and
50 injured.
The Gomes party was
obliged to withdraw temporarily but
later returned to resume the engagement.

YAgri wak kxii:d.

,
Dec. 22. The long war
In
with Yanul Indians in Mexico
which scores have been killed at dif
ferent times. Including many Ameri
cans, has been terminated as a result
of a treaty of peace agreed upon by
three Indian chiefs and 166 of their
OHIO CO.VGItKSSMAN II'AI.
followers, and the governor of the
Dayton, Dec. 29. Charles M. Anstate of Sonora.
derson, former member of Congress
from the Third Ohio district, is dead,
NO HAIIj 1YU TIIK COOI'KKS.
at Greenville. He had been
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 29. Judge expiring
manager
central
of the
W. M. Hart, In the criminal court, resident
branch
the soldiers' home for 20
of
has declined to allow b;iil In the case years.
of Col. Duncan
H.
Cooper, Hobln
Cooper and J.ihn f. Sharp, charged
FI.F.KT IV TIIK HKD SKA.
with the murder of Senator
k
Suez, Dec. 29. The American batNovember 9. He took tho ap- tleship fleet under command of Rar
plication
under
advisement
last Admiral Sperry, passed Perln, the enThursday, following the presentation trance to the Red Sea, at noon toof evidence. The trial will begin day. The vessels are due here the
from January 20.
morning of January 3,

Nogale-s-

Cos-satt-

Palermo,

ANOTHER

Car-m.ie-

Additional teachers sufficient In
number to swell the attendance to
more than 200, and making It the
largest of any session, arrived
last
Mght and today to attend the twenty-third
annual session of the New
Mexico Educational association, which
began the real work of the meeting
this morning. After a day of sightseeing and getting
organized,
the
teachers started in this morning on
the subjects to be discussed and today
they have been busy on the program
as outlined.
Tonight at the Elks' theatre Dr.
George E. Vincent of Chicago,
will
give his lecture, "Education
Efficiency." Dr. Vincent arrivedand from
the east today and will probably have
a large audience tonight. Followin
th lecture a reception for the visitors will be held at the Commercial
club. The reception committee
of: Dr. an Mrs. W. Q.
Tight, Dean and Mrs. C. E. Hodgln,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Clancy, Mr.
Mrs. A. J. Maloy, Mr. anj Mrs. A.and
B.
Stroun. Mr. and Mr w r c,.n
D. C. Taylor, J. A. Miller, John
Mrs. T. 1. Butts, J. K. McCoilumMilne.
ku-pe- rt
F. Asplund. Miss Caroline A.
Strong, Miss Irma Fergusson Miss
Mary V. Bpauldlng, Miss Grace Caldwell. Miss Daisy iluntzlnger
Misa
Audrey Schack
and Miss ' Gracl
.

Hotbs.

A program
has teen prepared
which will be participated In by Mrs.
C A. Frank, Miss
lone Reynolds.
Miss Florence Scott, Miss Anna
The program will close with
initiation Into the "Hilarious Hoolies "
an organization of teachers.
The high school and college section, institute workers' section and
elementary section met this morning
In rooms at the high school.
Each
carried out the program prearranged.
The high school and college section
elected the following officers:
Dr.
W. E. Garrison, president; Professor
Hugh A. Owen, secretary. A committee composed of Dr. Garrison. Professor
Owen
and Superintendent
Mead of Log Vegas, was named to report on the needs of high schools at
the next meeting.
The first general session wa
at the Elks theater at 2 o'clock held
this
afternoon and the program arranged
in advance waa carried out
The council met yesterday and discussed various suhWtu it
no
dded to try to secure an amendment
proviaing a territorial board of education Instead of county examiners. The
present method of electing county superintendents waa endorsed but recommendation made that they take office Aug. 1. Tho council alao recommended that the law be amended so
that the ealoon tux .hull
k
support of the courts and the tax now
imposed for the courts shall go to the
schools. The nuestion of
sory attendance" was fully dlscusaed
and a recommendation made that the
law be changed so as to compell attendance during the full term. A truancy officer for each school U favored. The leaning of school lands
In preference to selling them Is favored. The council elected J. E. Clark
president and D. M. Richards, aa
secretary.
One of tho promising Interesting
features of the program of the educational association meeting will be an
address at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning at the high school building by
Mrs. Edith Smith Davis, representing
the scientific temperance Instruction
department of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union. While Mrs. Davis will speak for an hour the nucleus of her address will be the effect of narcotics on the orguns. She
will endeavor to instruct the teachers
how to teach their pudIIs on the abova
subject. This branch of the national
Christian Temperance Union
lt attention
schools and colleges.
Interest of young minds are caught
by the offer of prizes for essays on
temperance.
Mrs. Davis says that
over 800.000 essavs were nrlitun !
year on temperance In the schools ot
me I'nued .states. She Ls the first
national representative to come to
New Mexico. Sundav Mrs Diivln maw
deliver a temperance lectwe in soma,
of thw churches of the city.
The program for tomorrow la aa
follows:
Wednesday, PeeemlitT 30. a. m.
Elementary school section, second
session, high school assembly hall.
on.
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WON'T DRAW TAFT FAMILY

DAILY SHORT STORIES

PUBLISMhU DAILY AHU WliEKLY
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ITOR

The harking of the big mastiff
brought Hauy Waynmn to the gat'.
Ilt'himl him. over Iils shoulder, his
sniM'iuiTioN iiayks.
litt.e wife peered lorouylt h'-- spectacles.
. f.YOO
Our year hj inn II In advance
shy
"Another of those tramps,"
.rso
.
One month by liuill
said briskly.
.
.80
Une month by currier wllhlu oil j limit..
"OH, let tlie poor fellow come In,
Lilly," said her bus and.
M.,
X.
Albuquerque,
of
PoMtofltce
miiU-at tlic
Kiitercd as second Haw
Ii was the usual st oy. so familial'
ander Act of lonmxa of March S, 1879.
to all who live on llle pike hi t l I'll
Baltimore tinil Wat liing! ill. An ol.i
h- -f
adTlio only llliiftrnttd dully newspaper In New Mexico and tlic
soldier, tramping in to draw his penSoutliwc.
vertising medium of
sion; tWO We, ks to W ilt ti.l It
e.
due and no means of
CITIZKN IS:
T11K ALIUQl
Soon he was fitting now n to a ....
- Southwest.
tlxnewspaper
of
werkly
The leading lUiui.liini dully and
stantla meal In the kitchen.
"
l
lnelple and lite "Square
The advocate of Itcpiililli nil
"I don't 'grudge a meal to a worthy
man. Hurry. ' h.s wife declared,
THK AMU Ql'KUQt K OTIZKN II As:
1
"but
do draw th" line at talk n
Mexico.
Xnv
Tlic niiewt qiilpH-tl Job ilcmi'tinfiit I"
to every tramp."
News.
Service.
Auvllury
'
ami
Associated Press
The latest reports
If her husband filled to .share her
views, the old masii.f dm. He growl-- we
news kihst."
;kt
ed and menaced the visitor so st.en-uoua.- y
that lie was kept chitlue.l.
STATEHOOD FOR N W MEXICO"
"Harry, dear, that tramp friend
Mexico and
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Platform.
of you. "a ln't worth two cents,' deArliona ai separate statea In the Union. Republican National
clared his wife that afternoon. "He
hasn't touched that cord of wood
and now he's lying over there smoking under the peach tree.
Why
don't you bundle him out?"
"Oh, never mind, Lily," falter,'.!
fTo
her husband.
"He's an old fellow,
individuals to draw an Imaginary I wouldn't be hard on him."
The disposition on the part of
over
"Well,
It's your house,"
she
line between the Highland and the lowlands In the present discussion
snapped. You can do as you like. 1
the installation of a sewer system Is inanely silly and will only result in Injury wash my hand.
uppo.e
of him. I
n tho City
of you 11 be offering him a bed In the
If Albuquerque Is to successfully leave behind her the characteristics
bespare room next."
western village and become a city as she now bids fair to do, it will be
That was precisely what happened.
takes a personal pride in her upbuilding.
cause every citir-ea name Toward evening the old fellow came
In the past, the people of Albuquerque have won for themselves
slouching in. "Guess I'll have sup
aa public spirited bulluers and promoters of the metropolis of the Southwest.
pub-li- e per an' go to bed," he
muttered.
They have deserved the title because on all questions of public good and
"I've offered him a nlKht's lodgimprovement they have stood as one man.
It .a very inopportune and very poor policy at this time for a few menn ing, ald Wuyman, apologetically.
who are animated by purely personal motives, to attempt to array one to "We can't turn him out In the rain. '
jNext day the tramp was formally
of the city against the other, when a matter of such vital importance
is at stake.
Installed as hired man until the penall Albuquerque, aa the building of a sewer
There is no Highlands and there Is no Lowlands, when it comes to the sion should fall due.
"Why you should take to that old
building of a city BUch aa Greater Albuquerque is going to be, If her people
more than I can fathwretch so
now as they have done In the past.
work togt-theAny sectional feeling will not only Injure the city as a whole, but it will om," said L,lly Wayman, vindictively.
,
"Snap doesn't like him any more
injure those Individuals who attempt to foster it.
There Is such a preponderance of argument in favor of a sanitary sewer than I do. And you you seem posiat this time and auch a dearth of argument against It, that it seems a loss tively afraid of him. Why is it, Harry? I insist upon being told."
of time to discuss the matter further.
Then eelng the despair upon his
Those who are familiar with conditions in Albuquerque, wnow very well
sewer Is nothing more than a chain of connected face, she laid her hand on his
that the present
cess poolB, with every manhole many feet deep in filth w hich is liable at any shoulder.
"Tell me, dear, she whispered.
minute to spread disease and contagion.
to
testimony
fact
give
the
that
will
fraternity
medical
Any member of the
"He used to work at the Uialflton
there is nothing more dangerous and nothing more deadly than sewer gases works In Chkago,"
her husgerms.
band, huskily.
and sewer
be
generally
can
contagious
diseases
'
and
of
fevers
The most dreaded
whispered.
"Oh, my God!
nhe
traceu to the unsanitary handling of sewerage.
"Does he know?" she went on.
many
often
and
loathsome
pox,
other
and
grippe,
typhoid,
small
Malaria,
manslaughter
"That I committed
fatal diseases, are directly traceable to poor sewerage, in nine cases out of during the labor strikes and had t i
case.
water,
in
tenth
to
the
foul
ten and
run for It?" bald Waymon, moodThere Is absolutely no question but thnt Albuquerque is in a serious con- ily. "Yes I gue.se he knows,
prompt
is
for
it
time
Is
system
that
and
concerned
sewer
as
so
her
dition,
far
"Haa he said anything?"
action.
"No, he's hinted. He's been hintIn
in
Lowlands
than
the
a
no
issue
more
local
Is
sewer
a
building
of
The
ing about knowing something that
other.
as
the
as
Jeopardized
Is
much
one
of
Highlands
the
health
for
tne
would land me In Jail ever since he
The Increase in property values applies as well in the Highlands as it came In at the gate," he broke out,
in
greater
one
the
in
other
expense
no
than
is
the
and
In
the
lowlands
does
desperately.
and not of supreme Importance In either.
"That was many years ago, HenThe people of Albuquerque can not afford to permit sectional differences, ry," she said, solemnly.
politics, personal Interests or quarrels, to stand In the way of building a sewer
"Yes, It's one of those things that
at this time.
turn up about an hour and a half
Every vote against the sewer bonds next month, Is a vote against Greater before Judgement
Day."
Albuquerque.
upon
There was little happiness
tho farm during the next two weektf.
year,
this
the
trees
Christmas
The native forest supplied four million
The tramp has become the master.
service estimating that one out of every four families observed the tree He loafed around the house, mostly,
tree
upholds
Chrstmas
the
foreBter,
custom. Clifford Plnchot. United States
one of Wayman's pipes between
me nuniuur ui ircrs tui iu with
custom and believes it should De maintained,
his teeth and worked by tits and
consumption
for
to
other
compared
the
year," he said, "is insignificant when
starts. But his appetite was
purposes for which timber is demanded. This clearing of an area equal to
reworry,
is
when
it
subject
much
of
a good sized farm should not be the necessary
At night they consulted together
to take timber from an area fdoeple&s
membered that for lumber alone it is
nlghta these were, followed
year.
has
true
is
every
that
day
there
It
of
the
of more than 100,000 acres
by haggard days.
trees
cutthig
Christmas
of
in
growth
the
to
in
forest
been serious damage
"We must end the suspense," they
various sections of the country, particularly In the Adlrondacks and parts of both agreed. And they went on
young
cutting
damage
in
sections
the
New England, but through these
through many days, the silence still
for use at Christmas is Infinitesimal when compared with the loss of unbroken.
It was the tramp who
Germany
lumbering.
of
methods
careless
through
and
fires
forest resources
brojlehe.l the mihfeof onn mnrninff.
although
world,
management
In
the
system
forest
developed
of
highest
lias the
when he was In a fair temper.
its per capita use of the Christmas tree is greatest. In this country the for"I've kinder got a longln arter tho
inrecognised
a
will
become
business
tree
esters predict that the Christmas
again," he said.
road
"I s'poje
growto
now
is
as
given
devoted
it
be
will
aa
dustry and that much attention
that pension fake was
ing of crops of timber for other uses. It Is stated that only conservation of you've guised
the umber which remains and a carefully planned system of reforestation a lie. Well, you've treated me square
will meet the demand for forty billion feet of lumber and the millions of little an" I guess we'll call the score even
between us."
trees used each year."
"See here," the woman hurst out,
"If you've got anything to accuse my
When a boy tries to obey his mother by being kind and polite on all oc- husbani or. speak out like a man.
casions the other boys get an idea that they can whip him and it often causes What .s It?"
him to fall from grace in his mother's eyes but to rise to a higher standing
upon Way-ma- n
Thf. old man turned
among the other boys.
with a wink.
"It's my profesli," he muttered
An Albuquerque man who stays out iate habitually, has secured a pho- apologetically.
"I got ter do It"
nograph record which will strike 10 o'clock. As soon as he gets home, he
"Do what?"
places the record on the phonograph and starts the machine going for the ben-f- it
'I saw how fond you both was of
of nls wife.
him. when 1 came In, an' I jays tJ
'here's where your change
Is it cheaper to pay a few cents a year additional taxes and have a sewer lies. You wouldn't have him shot?'"
dolpay
system which is safe and sanitary or is it cheaper to
a few hundred
"Shot? My husband shot?"
lars a year In doctor bills and funeral expenses? Vote for the sewer bonds
"N'o,
ma'am Snap. He's never
January 19.
had no license since he was a
puppy, an' one word to the dog
"
Once upon a time the Texas ranger was a terror to the bad man. Now ketchers would bring them down.
tie earns hiB money by sitting all day in the sun Just to keep the saloons in sure. Well, ma am, I'll bid you both
you
spare a
good morning.
Can
San Antonio from staying open on Sunday.
quarter or so to help me along the
One way to keep your good looks, U to feed your face, says a culture pike?"
magazine, it Is quite necessary, however, for even homely people to feed the
face now and then.
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anil en I viliinu lor Christmas present
Dolls 2c to $3,110.
Cups and saucers, ,'c to ."c
Doll carts, 10c to 11.75.
Wheelbarrows, 35c.
Chairs, 20c and 30c.

Some
Reasons
Why

Tin toys, de to 75c.
Automobiles, 15c to 2.00.
Men's trlove
0c to $i.r;.
Wnm n's' glov s, 25c to $.1.60.
Girls' rloves, 15c to 50c.
Girls'
$1.50 to $4.00.
Ln dies' coats, $1.00 to $15. 00.
Fur collars, $1.00 to $6.00,
Pnya' overcoat", $3."0 to $7.00.
Men's overrun's, $5.00 to $12.00.

:

7--

TOYS and DOLLS

Folding tables, 5e.
Express wagons. $1.00 to $3.00.
carts. 25c.
Fire engines, 15c. $1.75.
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Handkerchiefs.

1

pn

articles.

c

and up,

Kc

nd liunilreils of
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other suitable Xmni
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Washington,
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worsh
eluifcli, whl ii m ii at
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p at
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All Soul s
the corni r of f, ai
f.m ( ent i
Ktreet.
Mr. Taft has for s me y? ,r
been a pew hold r in 'his :iiuieh.
(

TO Kill, Ml VII.
Petersburg, Dec. 29. There M
no confirmation from any source of
the reported atti mpt on the life of
the shah of Persia. A local newspaper yesterjay said that two men disguised us prieft'fl made an attempt to
kill the Peislan ruler Doc. 26. Armed
with rev .Ivers they gained entrance
to the paiace and fired one shot before they were overpowered. The bullet went through the coat of the
heir to the throne.
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Depositors Every Pioper Acconnti..iuton
and Solicit Ne' Accounts.
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IT A J S 1 50.000

orr$CKfS

mair

nwes this past

ear than the year pre

Many a Pittsburg alderman who heretofore thought he was a politician,
now finds that he is nothing but a convict.

torn

Down In dear old Georgia they are wondering what to do with the surplus
crop hinee prohibition was enforced.

This is the happy season when you can buy all the Christinas presents you
per cent off.
want for tenty-liv- e
The Tribune lin.ls it necessary to label Helen as a cliy otherwise no one
would ever guess it.

."i'''

' :'
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A MO

207 South nr$t St.

FOR RENT

'

is a vast
the happy homes of y
futnl of information as to the best methods
;.f promoting health unj happiness and
right living and knowledge of the world's
best products.
Products of actual excellence and
reasonable claim
truthfully presented
and which have attained tu world-wid- e
acceptance through the approval of the
of the Wjrld; not of individuals duly, but of the many who have
the liappy faculty of w livting and obtaining the best the world affords.
One of tho products wf that class, of
known component pari, an Kthical
remedy, approved by physicians and commended by the
of the
World as a valuable an I wholesome family
laxative i the
Syrup of Figs

warn & a a a a

d

d

8 acres.

at a

mile

7

bat-giUt-

M. L. SchtJtt

z

119 Ponth Second Street.

cocxxxxxxxoocxxxioocxnooocx;

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Account Christmas and New
years Holidays

UVKRY, BALK, FKKT)
T
TltAXSFER STAHL-"Horses and Mules bought
td Exchanged.
BEST ' TURNOUTS IN THk
COT
Seeond Street between Cent k
Copper At,

Tickets will be sold to points on A.
T. & S. F. Ry. in Colorado, New
Mexico and El Paso, Tex., at fare
for round trip. Dates
and
of sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 1008,
and"Jan. 1, 1909; return limit Jan.

a4

The Citioen employs a
man wlrase buxiiieaa It to
to look after your adver-tiMin- g
.wants. lie will
write your copy If yoa
wish. If not, he will se
that yoar ads are "set
up" to look their best
and he will attend tm
tlicni from day to daiy.

one-thir- d

4, 1909.

Call

at ticket

ED. F0URNELLE

E

Carpenter

office for

and Builder

full information.

Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

Are yon advertising
The Citizen? Your

to

petitors are,
Fhones:

T. E,

fo-da-

V.

The Citizen has never
given premiums lo subscribers but is subMorlbed
to and paid for on its
news merits, showing
Uiat its subscribers have
money with which to bay
what they want from
leglthnau.'
merchants.
Tluxe are the peopla
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

CXXX)C)COCXXIOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)

FOU SALE
from city

the
of
Essential

,

I

Store Rooms on First st. and
We
ve. Store rooms
Central
on Fifth st., between W cut Central ana Gold.

One

,

StC9
c.ki:s

Pioneer Bakery,

OIKCCTOR9
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
V illiam Mcintosh.
J. C. Haldridge
M. Blackwt I.
O. R Cromwell.

The secret service appears to bother some of the congressmen as much as
the civil service.
and F.lixir of Senna. To get its beneficial
"Perfectly Terrible," is the name of the very latest popular mnj and ilTivts always buy the genuine, riiunu-I'a- i
lurcd by the California Fig Syrup Co.,
it Is.
only, und fur sale by all leading druggists.
,Vjta for the sewer bonds and help make Greater Albuquerque.

I

YiiAit

Wise advertisers patronize The Citizen because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homes in the
evening, and if Uiey are
offering something worthy of attention, their
ad Iihs accomplished Its
mission.

our facilities nre always equal to the
greatest demand, and we have al- ways been successful winning popular
appreciation by the excellence of our
Ingredients and our baking, as qual- Ity of the highest grade Is our de-- j
mand. For appetizing and luscious
flavor, our cakes and pastry are unexcelled, and we make every kind that
Is possibly called for by our patrons.

N.M

OF

T

FACILITIES

B A N K ok
COMMERC
LUUQDERQUK.

mi-sel-

There were ten per cent less
Vlous and It was leap year, too.

The Citizen is not rend
hurriedly, but thorough,
ly so that all adTertl-- .
ments receive their share
of attention. It presents
the store news a Utile
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time
to plan a shopping tour
for the next morning.

a;kncy.

ever-cree-

The president has solved the question of "which is mightier, the pen or
the sword?" by answering "both."

I

al

THE,

j

The attention of our Democratic friends is culled to the fact that no one
paid for Christmas presents with clearing house checks tills year.

X

John's Kplseopal church,

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED

for-Mt- rv

of

mnn when his day's work
done and It STAYS
THFJtK. A miirnlnn pa-IIs nually carried
down triH-- hy the head
of the family and hurriedly read.
Is

Soothes Itching skin. Heals cuts it
burns wlt'umt a sear. Cures piles,
eczema, suit ih"um,
any Itching,
212 West Silver Avenue.
Help, all kinds, furnished on short (loan's Ointment. Your druggist sells
notice. i",e us your orders If you It.
(Unemployed, list with Ui
need help
If you WHnt work.
It Is not what you pay for advertisadvertising
Wanted Carpenters, N . 1 Machin- ing but what
PAYS
ist, good blncksmith and good woman YOU, that irnkis it valuable.
Ou?
cook. At once.
rates are lowent for equal service.
F.

r

Mr. Hryan Rays he expects to be actively engaged In politics for the next
twenty years. Just think how the lemocratlc vote will shrink during that
time!
The officers of the army have bought 500 polo ponies and th game Is
gaining In popularity. The next war will doubtless consist of a polo match?

nol.DE, Prop.

H.VMIIKOOK ItHO
to attend
ti , 4ia .
where Phone S
turn on Ml &tr Wtm
Miss Helen al.-attends worship.
Utat,
.Miss Helen ha
been a pupil of in the Hit. Iroprlitors oi
the pk4n
the Episcopal Cathedral seho d nea
ni$tori
where K h
Itoi ev It
studied.
THE CHAMPION GfHOY CO,
Mmtfucel Brom.. Proprietor
miXEsi: wil l, oppose
I..WV AGAINST OPII M.
6rocery and tleat Market.Stanle and Fancy
Amoy,
23.
Units
China. Dec.
which started Saturday with the
Groceries
of the natives to obey the or-iprohibiting the planting of opium Vow Canoed Pmll.l and YrtpMahW
a Womt Ti trmt. Pfios 19
loppies now, affect twelve village.
Twenty miles west of Tungan 2,000
men are reported under arms. They
have retreated to the iielin mountains and the authorities have asked
the viceroy at Kuj Chow for additional troops.
r
Mrs. Taft

rresldeni elect Tail

iw

j'"'

r.osum llie fXtlsen Ii n
Imme paper. It Is either
dellvrreil by carrier at
the lionwc or Is carried
home by the business

12)

the

Dividing

BUYERS' tfYJOAl
Nrth irnepnd

CASH

tOPYKIUtl

108.

29,

Purdy,

Agent

j
I

ALBUQUERQUE,

.

An.

Copper

N. V.

Don't Forget The

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

MUX IX TILE CITT
rirwrrt'iwTBiisvnHirM THE OLDISST
When In need of sash, door frames
ete. Soreea work
specialty. 40
South I frit Rreet. Tflejilione AH.

ECONOMY

J JUBER

i'ifferei ce to us whether your bill of material be f"r a chick n coop or the largest buiLling in
the country. v c are pi epai nl to lurnish th same at
Our lumber k vell seasoned, which
lowest price's
than
makt s it worth 15 per cmt rrure to the buihili
the IuiviIkt ''iu have let n i uing. 1 r us.

It makes

mi

SUPERIOR LUWUfcR
FIRST

STREET,

South of Viaduct.

&

ALBUQUERQUE,

CURE the LUNGS

N. M.

Advertising
Medium

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

run

MILL CO.

WD

&

zxrxp
OLDS

PHICK

N
Is the Best

KILLthe COUCH

and

are

profiting by it. Do ya
think conservative basi-net- ia
men are spending
money where they ara
not getting rexultM? Get
In the swim and watoh
your buslneKS grow.

Shop 1065; Residence 563

Ship Corner Fourth St. and

and

In

w

in

m

.?.
TrlalBottl.fi

ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Albuquerque

GUARANTI.KD S ATlSt'ACXOKl
OB. MONEY KEFUND1.D.

.... ,itrV.
f
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k
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TTESAPY.

plX F.MnKH

lo.
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PRINCESS SINGS

Are You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach?

DAILY

FOR

0

is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

Alcxdnder. Deserted
by Her Hmbar.d. Appears
In ihe I'tirli Cafes
Each Day.

The

f'il

story cciiiorriiiiin thi'

wiiiK

il,' rr.iKlii'.

daughter

lorni.riy

uf folia

AUxan-V- r.

of n suburb of
Albuqui rnui . recently appeared in an
It tells of tho
eustern
life of she princess Fince she was deserted by her titled husband and U
compelled to fing In cafes for her
dally bread. The stniy Miys:
Think of a princes b- ina; compelled to in(? fur her daily bread! Not
n the grand opera staa-- for a thousand dollars per night, but in the cafes
f Pari for whatever she ran get.
But that in the fate to which the
( in deserted by
rrincesg le Itroj-liher princely luiKiinnd, has resigned
herself.
As she is without other resource-?no money or aome of her own, she.
must find the cost of the daily necessaries of existence. She cannot wait
on the chance of an opera or concert
engagement, and so this princess Is
forced to put herself on a level with
and fiddlers of
the poorly paid
the I'arls cafe.
While ordinary people pit nt tables
dining and wining, she must mount a
platform and sing to them, whether
they listen respectfully or talk the
more loudly lu rude attempts to drown
her voice. And he cannot help overhearing now and then the heartless
remark of some plebeian diner:
"Not much of a voice, eh? Well, It
is something to have a princes ning
to you while you cut."
Yet perhaps the Princess de Uroglie
Is better off earning her living singing
in Paris cafes than she was before
the prince deserted her. For hie family was so Incensed at hie marriage
that it cut off all money supplies, and
more than once she was compelled
to sing for the daily bread of the
prince as well sis herself and their
little daughter.
This happened not long ago In New
Tork City, where the princely family
were In Buch desperate financial straits
that they had to live in cheap furnished rooms though they had good
olothee and were received In smart
clety.
Princess de Broglie was an Amerl-,k- h
girl, the ijwautlful Miss Estnlle
Her
Alexander, of Pan Francisco.
lather was a rich land owner In New
Mexico. To him she owes her ability
to earn a living now, for he sent her
to Paris, where, under Capoul and
with Fougere of the Opera Comlque.
she became a finished singer with a
seautlful voice.
a

.Htor. kt

Even the

galley-slav-

e

Intervals.

galley-slav-

e,

of Itself.
Kodol, of course, will rwt the stomach, but
something nature didn't provide for. If
that is now-vdalived the way nature Intended,
people
It wouldn't have been necessary to provide for it.

But they don't that's the trouble.
Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
If you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect erformance of the stomach's
fcvn i hlnk of that or why It Is truer
The human body Is composed of certain chstnl-eelements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mln-ermatter and water.
The food we eat Is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion It to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't ltt No wonder It occasionally needs
Kodol to help It do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do Its own work continuously, without assistance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That la why they require Kodol.
funo-Uon- s.

e

'

digestion "gone wrong."
People used to .hlnk that when they had Indigestion they shnld stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that Is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, It Isn't necessary.
Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.
Kodol doesn't cure anvthlng either but shows
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
It does this by digesting every particle of the

of the ancients rested at
But the stomach of modem man works
and It never rests
harder than the

epc-- r

al

al

J.
She was beautiful herself, and when
the youn Prince de I'.rogl eV marriage with the Countess Fuelry was
annulled at the instance of hU Implacable old uncle, Count d'llaufwm-vlllhe at once flunj? himself und his
title at the head of the American girl,
renardless of what his uncle and
source of hupplies would say or do.
There wan an elopement to Milan,
Italy, where they were safely married", and were beyond the power of
any annulment decree. But Uncle
escaped a
narrowly
Mtnrke of apoplexy. The prince, however, did not escape" having his Income entirely cut off.
They mauuged to e:rjpe. a'.orf?
somehow until their llttl-- girl was
born, and then came to America to
see what could he done in the way
of "raising' the wind." Society was polite, but not helpful. Th,? prince was
willing to work being very much In.
love with his wife but didn't know-howShe was very proud of him.
e,

It couldn't

Kodol lsqulte indispensable to a good many
persona. To all, In fact, who haven't time la
their daCy lives for s careful selection of foods
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rectify an disagreeable effect of wrong eating.

Our Guarantee

to ytmx druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after yon have used the entire contents of the bottle If yon oan honestly say that It
has not done yon aiy good return the bottle to
tho druggist and he will refund row money. T
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
to tho large bottle and to but one la a famXb
Ivory druggist know mt guarantee Is good
Tho donsrbotttoooBtalns W times as mock
as tho fifty east bottle. Kodol Is made at tbt
laboratories of Ks Dolt ltt Co OJoss
Go

i

H. O RIELLY CO

while they were livln? in Tur
niched fooniH in New York she eald
to a friend:
n I help but adore him
"11. nv
when his conduct Is compared with
that of Count lJonl de
Duke of Marlborough, both of
whom he kow well? l'rlce- Kobert
sacrillced eve:yth g f r our great love
his allowance, a life of ease, the
Though
recognition of hi faml'y.
very poor, we are o happy!"
Some f her smart society friends
heard her sing lullabies to her little
daughter. Princess Jessetnonde Seleg-llnd- o
Estelle de Proglie. and aided
her in securing engagements to eing
for money at private houses.
This experience did not keep thi
little family long together, but It gave
the Princess courage to face Indiffer
ent, rude or patronizing audi; nces lat
er In the Paris cafes.
The nrlnee at length deserted ner
to be taken back Into the bosom of
his family. There s little doubt that
o.-th-

this was a sort of plot, on the strength
of the family belief that the American wife would sue for divorce on the
ground of desertion and that belief
has proved correct.
The divorce proceedings are
in Krance. While the prin
cess Is keeping the wolf front her
door by singing to common persons
the
while they eat their dinners,
prince Is coddled In the bosom of his
noble family ready for his third love
affair of the matrimonial kind.
The princess In still beautiul, and
discriminating diners in tho cafes
where she sings say that her voice Is
no less enchanting than of old.
run-dow-
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"WAaOFWATKll"

S

STREAMS
STEM. TWENTY-FOUPUlCSSUIiE MAINS.
water belched forth with such
mendous force that ev. n with their
patent supports, the nozzles required
thfi Btri.n.ln of fn,n, s,.ven t0 nlne
m,.n to control them. Ouring the test
12
ti streams were thrown over a 'iital
story building and on a
line for a block. The gauges sho.ved
that each pump i. as throwing 3 0 'J
galloiiH a in ill uti-liieh lie. ins that
each line of hose uai throning about
1,000 gull oi.s per minute.
T:ie test proMd that duiinif a lire,
when a building is so full of tire that
men cannot ent-rwater can b"
thrown ti the firthe.t corner with
telling effect.
Apparently the lim
itation of the service depends only
upon the picture's cap.it l:y of the

7
A

'

i

R

FROM THE 1.1SHT
New York, Dec. 29. Has New
s- latest wonder, the hlgh-p- r.
sure mark system of fighting fires,
doomed the fire engine, so familiar in
very city ond town?
Chief Edward F. Croker, head f
the metropolitan fire fighters, declares emphatically that the day of
Khe steamer, save for outIlng district, is pas-in"It isn't time t do away with the
on come
steamers, but the day will
when thoy will disappear in New
Tork." said Croker. "New York has
pent $5. OilO. 000 on tho new high
well
is
pressure system, und likhose.
hat an additionil $1 iUO.oOO will
"Frequently a light hose cart
th
to xtend It.
"At present, 65 miles of 'vast Iron only aiip,i:n;us necess.iry. iKh 'Mni.
alns, one to two fiet in diameter, of coume, the steamers continue t
to
a'.ums," says Chief
over the dry goods' district so thor i respond
oughly that we have a fire p'u. (V- - Croker.
The lire c oiiiolsslon- rs are
ry 210 yards bi twe. n the city hall
The water ii al- the purchase of a wonderand inth street.
ful electric wagon that will carry
wsyj ready at high prcs-urIt
In the official test, directed by hose, ladders, nozzles, axe pK
Ohlef Croker. the pumps supplied 82 Is claimed that this apparatus will
three-inch
horse, an ljmuke better time throuyh the crowd
streams of
i

tre-Tor-
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BELFAST YARDS

Monitor I.Iikts

ViubT Construction
All Previous
Attempts.

Will Kx(t--

29.

During

a

trip

city
where the world's two biggest ocean
steamships each 1,000 feet long
are being built, the eye Is first caught
by an amazing structure, a webwork
of steel girders nearly 300 feet high,
300 feet wide, 850 feet long, and costing ll.J'.O.OuO.
It extends over the
length and breadth of the two great
berths whereon are being laid the
keels of the coming vessels, two berths
that have been formed out of throe
berths whereon Mich vessels as the
Adriatic, l'u'tlc. and Celtic have been
built.
The foundation of these berths has
had 10,000 extra piles driven Into It,
and ferro concrete, at the rate of
2.000 tons each 24 hours. Is being laid,
In order that the floor may bear be
ing depressed unevenly by a weight
"f 75,000 tons.
Vast as the preliminary outlay Is.
the Olympic und Titanic could not
come intd being without It, for they
simply dwarf all that have ever gone
before, even those marvelous vossVls.
As
tiie Iaasitanla and Mauretanla.
to the (Sreat Eastern, leviathan born
out of due time, since even now she
dominates the imagination of many,
compare her principal
dimensions
with these latter day wonder-'Shu w ujc
tons displacement,
they C0.O00 tons; whe drew whi n laden 30 feet, they 37 feet; her length
was about 6U0 feet their between 900
and 1,000 feet (exact figures are not
available In this particular); her com
was 300;
bined horse-powtheir
50,000 for they ar not to be con
sldered fast shiirs only they will not
steam less than 21 knots.
They will each have four funnels
and one maul. Their stern frames
cast In one vast forging, will each
weigh 300 tons, the rudders each 100
tons ia nunurea-weign- t,
and, for a
swift transition, the main dining sa
loon will seat 600 diners at once.
In this

NOTICE OF TILING OK ADMIXIS- TIIATOU'S FINAL IlKPOKT.
Notice Is hereby kivin that the final
report of George p. Learnard, administrator of the estate of Sarah E.
Overstreet, deceased, was filed In th
probate court of Bernalillo
county
on Tuesday, the 8th day of December,
1908, and that the probate court ha
fixed Monday, the first day of February, 1909, ai the day for the hearing
All per
and consideration thereof.
sons Interested In said estate and hay
ing any objection to said report art
notified to fllo the same on or before
said time, otherwise eald report may
be approved, said administrator discharged and said estate closed up.
Dated this 18th day of December,
1D05.

GEO. P. LEARNARD,

Administrator.

CITIZEN
WANT ADS
BRING RESULTS
We Furnish Information
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Cough Medicine "r Children.
The season for coughs and colds 1
now at hand and too much care can
not be used to protect the children.
A child Is much more likely to con
tract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
he has a cold. The qnulcker you curs
his cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is the sole
reliance of many mothers, and few of
those who have tried It are willing
to use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher,
of Ripley, W. Va., says: "I have never used anything other than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for my children and It has always given good
satisfaction."
This remedy contain
no opium or other narcotic and may
be given as confidently to a child as
to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
VJTOW (.LASS C. A. IICDSOX.

ed streets

:
I wlih
less danger to pe
tlestrians thiin the iiiiuii r ius steam.
rs, tower-tin ks ami lnwe wagons
t t very alarm.
that now
When the new ' w;ill of water" system is lo'ly ciii:;id and In general use, lire lighting will lose its romantic charm. Jnstad of men creeping up the side of a building with
sealing
ladders, or fighting flamefrom an aeri.il Kidder, the high pressure lines will be turned unto burning buildings and the fire simply
flooded
out
of
existence.
The
scheme is the same as the theory of
big gun" battleship concenthe
tration if energy by weapons of tremendous power.
1: ,

,

n.-po-

ll

Filter.

R. P. BALL, rrofKfetnc.
Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Ira Fromta tot
Buildings.
Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Car; B&aftlaffs).
Rapalr of Mlnlns; and Mill Machinery a rTstnsrtr
liswst Side of iUllroad Tracks.
Alboqtsersjssa, X. M.
Orad

If a4
tawdry

THE STORY

OF

"The Vacant House
ROOM

If told in our want columns will

and Ideas

quickly bring you a tenant

Any Topic Under the Sun.
Our trained readers read thousands of
publication dally, snd will gather Items
tn any subject or topic of value to you,
which may sppear In sny of the current
lal'y snd weekly newt, trade snd technical journals of the Pacific Coast or
Jnlled States, Canada, Hawaii, Philip-tin- e
and Mexico.
Positive sdvance newt Items In al'
trades and professions furnished daily
Low rate.
One press Item may make or save you
lots of time and money.
Address Press Clipiing Dept., The Dak
av. Agency, inc.. 41 . main ti., o
Angeles, Calif.
--

(ItHHi

HP IlIiWAKK F. CHOKER.

ilbnqnerqne Fonndry and Machin;. Works

OR FURNISHED

.

c

mizm

Th

SKIPS

GREAT

through the ship yards

"I

Prepare to get your
share of Prosperity
by Advetising in

Feel languid, weak.
Headache? Stomach "off?" Just- a
plain case of lazy liver. Burdock lllood
Hitters tones liver and stomach, promotes digestion, purifies the blood.

Helfaat. Dec.

CROKF.r.

TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

a

Once

4

oodl

be any other way.

NO MORE FIRE ENGINES IN NEW YORK?
NEW SYSTEM HAS SHOWN MORE POWER

s8

Is

That Is what was intended when Kodol was made.

IN

v

for a
Prosperous
Business Season

Kodol win do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary giving It a period of complete
rest. The rsst that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures Indigestion which is merely a good

That la what Kodol ! for. The stomach cart,
not stop work ; If It did you would Btop existing.
It cannot even take a racatlon and "rest up"
except when It has Kodol to assist it.
Very likely yon never jara a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to. Sometimes, though. It cost lew to
do a little thinking before one has to.

Outlmk

Th

Treat it right its your best friend. Abuse it
and you 11 find there's a limit When the limit

Estelle

1'rliictsK

PAGK THRKm

jklMM,.

J- -

-

V

60 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

We will tell the story for you

One time for 25 cents
Three times for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents
We assure you that your story

will be read and your want gratified, for we aregelting goo J results for scores of people daily.

THE CITIZEN
PHONE
12

1 RADC MARKS

DcaiGNa

at--

Copyrights Vc

Slid rieMrlptlnn mat
AnmnsMfKltnf
aweruiiu our oewiiitu frwe whether so
enlmlf
ItiTHMInn is prohahlf piUtfin
fotiimmilra.
HANDBOOK on Paisut
tiMinmnctlro'iiUtleiitritl.
free, lilili-a- t
for
pim--- .
t'Kiuiii
takfii ihrouuh Muiiu a Cu. rwcel? s
without chnrve, lu the

Scientific Jltucrican
A han4anra1f 1i1ntrmt4l Wftk)r.
T inrMt
pu'aiiun ( atif ciHiiiulo J"iiMi.l. Oem
ii, $,
Tfr: four niontUsSli. oltl t il nw-.alr- i.

MUNnl& Co
v

Hew York

UiWMjOauw.tfriN,WsbUislwo.l.C.

The reason we do so much ItortUI
A Dttiigeroaa Operation.
DKV work la bccau&s ue do It rlirht Is the
removal of the appendix by
uiul at the price you oaunot afford to surgeon. No one

a

wb
takes Dr
Klnrs New Life Pills Ws ever subjected to this frightful
ordeal They
work so quietly you don't feel them.
STAGE TO JKMHZ LBAVKS 21 f They cure constltpstlon,
headache,
WKST
U IWUllY MOUSING AT biliousness and malaria, iSo
at all
6 O'CXiOCK.
is ts
iiavc ii aone ai nonie.
IMI'KIUAIj IiAUXDItY.

ALBUQUEEQCTE

TTKRADV.

THEA TRE

R YS TA L
New and

Up-to-Da-

Moving Picture

te

I0HI

RtC'PflON

II

Mention Hunters

I

FAIL T.)

DOM'T

I

IK

R

at Bar. to

u
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MIS5 ALICE ALEXANDER

y,

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

The Talented Mezzo Soprano, Sings Paolo Tcs.ov's Greatest Song Success, Kn itled "GOOD BVII."

'

Mcintosh

lj

.

Matinee Every Day at 2:45 p. m.
Three Performances in the Evening

J

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder.
Drop or Chilled Shot

Illustrated, Song, also

e in

"Til

Shot Gun Shells

con-jctrnl-

MR. GEORGE BILLING
The Poj

ItO.

D.

Fay-woo-

The Home of the High Class Shows

2.

ntOTKMnRR

S. King, Maximo
Perea. Grace
(trimmer, Lillian J. Morse
Those present front outside rltle.,
towns and counties: Mrs. F. N. I'nper, Ketner; Eva Felton, Mrs. Blanche
AT COHN. RCIAL CLUS Gordon, Alamogordo; Murl McMains,
Iteming; J. S. Hofcr, East Ihs Vegas;
Frank Cartoon, Cora Lee Johnson,
Una Bedecheck, Lucia Foster, Lllllnn
FOR TEACHERS
Pohl. Roswell; Erna Colson,
Sam B. Wright, Hjvurtx; Mrs.
J. A. De May, Sherman; Mrs. Grace O.
1
Adams. Plnos Wells; Isabel Eckleg,
(Continued fmi i Page One.)
Silver City; Mary E. Lee, Pinos Wells;
Aubrey Boone,
Elizabeth Jackson.
1.
language work." ! Mary Gill. Walter P. MctVurlun,! till.
"Elementary
ver
City; Clara Vorenherg, Wagon
Paper by Mr. John Milne, principal
We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
Third ward. Albuoueniue city schools. j Mound; Bessie Iiodgp. Watrous; Mrs.
'Discussion hy Miss Lela Manville. Fannie O. Mllbury. Sliver City; Ce- are now prepared to fill your orders for
training teacher. New Mexico Normal cilia Gallagher, Bernalillo; Mary A.
Mulvehlll, Bernalillo; Ruth Brown.
school, silver City.
Algodones; Brother Michael, Brother
2. "What, how
and how much Stephen,
Bernalillo; Caroline Oon- In
(trades
taught
the
should be
s.alcs, Csna Salazar; Lela Manville.
narcotics and alcoholics?"
Silver City; Superintendent
M. 7..
(a) Primacy grades, paper by Miss Cpahr. Miss Ora Kukcndall, W. G.
Cora Johnson, principal primary Russell. J. H. "Scarborough, Mrs. S. F.
public Culberson. Mrs. Maud Smith. PorRoswell
department,
schools.
tales; Miss Inez Cosgrovc Roswell;
(b) Grammar grades, puper by Nor. lona McGregor. Flerro; Miss Myrtle
man K. Wood, principal Lords- -' M. Decker. Martha Ede, Rose
burg public schools.
Julia Iversen. Ella Rogers,
' Discussion by u representative
of Viola Bonham. Professor Enloe, Mrs.
Enloe,
Iteming;
I',
Albuquerque.
C. M. Light, H. A.
of
the W. C. T.
early Owen. G. D. Deer, Sliver City; R. F.
3. " "Cause and remedy for
Asplund
by
JuMa
Brown, Asplund: John
withdrawals from school." Paper
Albuqueniuc;
B. W. Pierce, principal Springer pub-- ! H. Crum,
Mrs. A. J.
Smith, Dawson; Miss Ada Martin.
. ehcols.
.Dawson;
prinMiss
VY'esthoff,
S.
E. Mllllken. Fulsom,
Discussion by Jam 's
cipal Santa Uosa public schools. E. P. Conwell, Kate Cunningham. E.
D.
Conwell,
Cleneral discussion.
Anna Barker, F orene
Wediiewluy. lU'tt iiiImt 30, 9 to 11 a. m. Richardson. Gallup: Mabel
Benfer, OO0O0KwOJOKO
superintendent's . section. 'Mrs. Jennie Bennett.
County
Raton; Nellie
Chairman, A. It. Stroup. High school, Nash. Mugdaleim; W. P. I'ierc-- ,
Spring, - Alicia Sum-liceroom 6.
L is Lunas; CHRISTMAS PiCTURE
1.
My conception of th; office jf Dufus Mean and Mrs. Mead. Las Ve- school superintendent from a super- jgas; J. H. Clarke.
Flat Vldu
SHOWN AT THE COLOMBO
intendent's point of view. Mrs. Jiwe Plnney, Las Cruces; Marie Mueller,
rlntend-ent-eleGibson; Cora Dodd. Roswell;
Lockhart. Katon, county sup
J. A.
Wood, Mrs. Elizabeth Du Vail; Louise
of Colfax county.
2. ' My conception of the t lltee of Schnupple. Belle Sweet, Mrs. George Oe of tin Mot, Beautiful F.lim Ever
school superintendent from a teach- Dixon, .VIr.-- t Dora C. Fletcher, Santa
Seen Here N on tlie ProFe; A. A. Kaiser. Dayton; Eva Splc-ergram TonlglKj.
er's point of view. Miss Ilelva
AlbuMii.'t-qucA lbuquercue,
o! 1 AlbuquerC. L. Hurt, M untuln-air- ;
que school.
Mollle Rowc.
Torreon;
W. R.
Probably never before In Albuquer- 3.
Consolidated schools. Andrew Shelton, Uellu Robert. Estancla; Olga que has a more beautiful picture been
j
15. Stroup, Albuquerque, county superGilbert. Willurd; Lela Laws, Minnie
.,laI, , ,,c .vnc iimb iotrB on iu- intendent Bernalillo county. Mrs. H. Laws. Ivitancln: Matilda Allen Va- night at the Colombo
theatre, "A
F. Culbertson. Portales, superintendent-lencia county; Mrs. G, R. Elliott. ParK Street Wai'"s Christmas," being the
elect
of Roosevelt county.
View;
ttlrani Iladlev. Las Cruces; title.
Ijuir.t Young, Plnos Weils. Arinean
4. To what extent should a superThe story tells of a crippled child
intendent exercise his power to dis- Young. Tajlque; M. T. Otero. Cubero; of wealthy parents, who Is saved from
a
approve warrants signed by presi- Emma I'aca. Helen; Fred Baca,
death from a runaway
team, by
Baca, Belen; Ada T. Ogle. Mary Marie, a waif of the streets.
dent and secretary?
Bias Sanchez,
Wagon Mound, superintendent-elec- t
P. Woodsen, Santa Fe; Luciano CasChildren recognize no social disi;
of Mora county. Ney Gorman, Dent- tillo, Fols mi; Winifred Harding.
tinctions;
the
children
become
ing, county superintendent of Luna
Clara Coulter. Raton; Lydiu M. friends, and Ronald gives Marie his
county.
Garcia, PeralUi; AmelM RalT, Magdu-len- toy Jester, which she hugs to her
5.
Solomon Chaves. ilternard ; bosom as she again wonders on.
Whut do you hope to accomplish by visiting schools? C. C. Hill, Mamie Wleneke, M. H. Brasher, C. C.
Ronald writes to Santa Claus, askRoswell, superintendent-elect- ,
Chaves Hill. I). N. Pope! Roswell; J. De J. ing; for a little sister. Marie, ere she
We
county. Melquadcs F. Otero, Belen, Lopez, Hernallllo; J. H. Vaughn, East sinks unconscious in the snow, traces
,
fuperlntendent-electValencia coun- Las Vegis; R. W. Twining, Socorrcj; a letter to Santa Claus on a frosted
ty.
window glass, asking that he grant
J. E. Clark. tanta Fe; D. M. Rich6.
School legislation.
M.
Let every ards. Albuquerque;
W. Marvin, Ronald whatever he may wish.
superintendent have suggestions.
1. Sanciiez.
Hcutnn; Jcufl
She dreams that the Jester comes to
Wiite at cn:e f. r our new Catalog and Prices
Vicente
7. Supervision of rural schools. C. Montoya. Tome; (ra P. Hester, San life and summons a beautiful chariot!
O. Fisher, Baton, superintendent
of Rafael; Miss E. Woodman, Las Ve- from Fairyland In which they go toto
gether to Toyland.
gas; Ethel Fluke. Albuquerque;
Colfax county.
8.
Santa Claus greets her and gives
What Is the county superin
Bernard. Las Vegas; Rita Sena.
tendent's business duties, other trun l.as Vegas; Mrs. Leon Logue, Katon; her a warm welcome. She la invited
approving warrants,
In
connection Margaret Flintvfs Vegas; Emma C. to accompany hint on his trip. A
with rural schools? Colin Neblett, Curtis, Clmurro.n; Gertrude Zamora. beautiful doll Is taken along.
Silver City,' superintendent of Grant Tome; Dr. W. E. Garrison, Messllla
Marie awakens to find herself In
MMflMMM MM,
county.
Park; Mrs. J. L. Ladater, Peralta; a warm bed and finds 'that she is In
Wednesday. IHnvnttx-(His father
30, 11 a. in. Mrs. R. W. Twining, Socorro; Belle the home of Ronald.
Second general session, business Guinn. Encino; Mrs. Stella Palmeo. having found her in the snow.)
meeting. High school assembly hall, Estuncin; W. M. linstock, Mountaln-alr- ;
Against the chimney stands the
INCOKOHA TKO
1.
Election of officers of the assoJ. I. Fergilon, Mcintosh; Mrs. doll's box but no doll. Indeed she
ciation.
suit of clothes,
E. C. Smith. Gallup; Bessie Cava-naug- finds a beautiful
2.
Selection of place of meeting
Magdalena- - Chas. Wchreck. which she puts on and steps In the
for 1909.
Rosa; Jessie McGee. Estancla; box, thinking to surprise the folks.
Santa
3.
The box is opened and Ronald Is
Election of local secretary.
Mrs. C. B. Wallace. Morlarlty; Miss
4.
Election of members of coun- - Mary Stephens, Raton; Dr. B. G. delighted, and sure Sunta Claus has
'
granted his wish. His father, findell.
Gowen, Las ' Vegas!'
ing, no one to claim Marie, adopts
5. Reports of committees.
her, and both children are made
6.
Organization of teuchers' read- DECIDE ;j YOTTCtSELF.
happy.
lug circle, presented by Rupert F.
Asplund.
bj
Here,
Opportunity
Tlie
Is
Barked
7. Miscellaneous business,
HOTKL ARRIVALS.
Albuquerque TesUniouy.
Wei liuxlay, Dco'iitlMT 30, 2 p. in.
St urge.
Third generul session, High school
J. B. Cruson, Socorro; W. Snyder,
Don't take our word for It.
assembly hall.
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
stranger's state- Portales; Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
Don't depend on
1.
"The Influence of poetry on
Estancla;
C. F. Spader,
life." Lecture, Dr. T. W. Conway, ment
Bernalillo; I). D. Webber, Urbana; J.
Read Albuquerque endorsement
superintendent public schools. RaDannen-oauB.
Read the statements of Albuquer- M. Iaymun, Urbana;
ton.
Grant; E. L. Enloe and wife,
2.
Medical supervision In public que cltlsena.
Silver City: Mrs. F. G. Medbury, SliAnd decide for yourself.
schools, Dr. Robert Smart. Albuquerver City; G. D. Deere, Silver City.
que.
Here Is one case of It:
J. M. Parker, living at 117 South
Discussion, Superintendent R. R.
AivHrndo.
Larkln, East Las Vegas.
Fourth street. Albuquerque, N. M.
C. J. Fehely, El Paso; H. Morlley,
3. The library as a help to the says:
MDon's Kidney Pills are enschool. Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund. Al- titled to the strongest praise I est Orrvllle. ).; J. M. Haley, New York;
buquerque, former librarian, Univer- give them.
I never placed maa C. A. Douglas, Denver; W. B. Miller,
EVERY WOMAN
sity of New Mexico.
faith In patent medicines, but I cms Kansas City; Miss M. Kanemerer CinKnows that where there is system, everything- - runs smooth-ly- .
Discussion. Miss Nell M. Wetter, say I have derived more benefit from cinnati, Ohio; Mrs. Anna Kasemerer,
city librarian, Albuquerque.
Doan's Kidney Pill than from an) Cincinnati, Ohio; R. U. Brons and
In order for a woman to manage her household affairs
4.
State uniformity of text books. other remedy. Several years ago 1 wife, New York; Hugo Scharwenka,
with system and economy, she must have control of receipt
Dr. B. H. Gowan. president New Mex- began to notice Indications of kidney New York; I. A. Gales, Roswell; Mrs.
and expenditures.
ico Normal university. East Las Ve- complaint and my condition reached J. E. McMahon, Lns Vegas; Miss Angas.
A checking-- account will give an accurate record of how
the state where 1 was an Almost con- na McMahon. Lao Vegas; H. C. Stew
Wednesday, IHHvndcr 30. 8 p. ni.
stant sufferer from pain la my back art. Mesilla Park; Miss Elizabeth Du
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
At Elks' opera house.
and trouble of an alarming nature ex- val., Santa Fe.
just where the leaks are.
.
.
'
Lecture, "The Mind of the Mob.V isted with the kidney secretion.. Ol
Savoy,
Pay by check; it helps you
Dr. George Edgar Vincent, of the Chi- one occasion the kidney secretions
Chas. Scott, Los Lunas; P. A.
to keep within your income.
cago University.
stopped altogether and I had to hav
San Antonio, N. M.; Mary E.
a
At
physlclan
me.
draw
.lt from
The largest Attendance.
Willard;
A. Lott. Las Vegas;
J.
Lobb.
It was expected that 300 teachers that time I was employed as a loco- Mia. II C. Smith. Gallup; Mrs. Mary
would attend the meeting this year motive engineer and had to give ui P. Woodson, Santa Fe; Ada Ogle,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
and the number here falls short only this work, as the Jar of the engln Santa Fe; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Scheck
CAPITAL
AND mURPLUB
beyonc'
my
In
9200,000
pain
back
a little of that estimate. It is the made the
'R sa; Rufus Mead and wife.
I suffered
from pair Santa
largest attendance ever recorded and endurance.
Hudley,
Vegas;
Mesilla
Hiram
Iaa
Indicates that the educators of the across my loins and In both side over Park: J. S. Hofeo, East l.a Vegas; J.
territory are alive to their duties. A my hips that I would have to sh E. Clark, Santa Fe; Miss Cora John
complete list of those registering yes- down lu a chair and lean my back son. Roswell; Mi.-- Cora Dodd. Ros
against something to support It At well; Una Benechek.
terday and today follows:
R.
From Albuquerque city schools: night after I would retire I would not Bean, Cleveland, Ohio.
any
more than an hour before
Mrs. T. 1. Butts, Minnie (. Dlehl, sleep
Beatrice Sleight, Elizabeth Telfer, the pain would awaken me. About
Have you se n the new
Blanche Perkins. Julia E. M.iyock, three months ago I learned about
Edison reord at the Whltson
Gruclu. Hubbs. Winifred Hlllyard, D. Doan'a Kidney Pills and procured
music store? Fit any Edison machine
supply. In a short time every diffi- and play twlcr as long as the regular
Native and Ctdoago Lumber, gberwtn-WilliaC. Taylor, Anna ndjurd, Elsie
r,
Paint Nona sva.
culty was corrected and I have no records.
Duisy Huntzlnger, 1'ttie Wat-ToLiaMI' Cement, Glass, Bash. Doois;
BuL,
lUdln PPe''
Rose T. Dee, Cora M. Odjard. trouble at all with my back and kidA voce against tlie Newer bonds N a
Lillle A. Keepers, John Milne, Anita neys now. On occasions without
Thomas, Mata E. Tay, Catherine number I have recommended Doan'i vo4e agniiiMt Grewtcr Albuquerque.
J.
BALDRIDGE
Adams, Cora Allen. Gertrude Takken, Kidney Pills, and whatever I can say
423 SOUTH FIRST
Lucy Hazeldlne. Nellie ChrlsU, Au- for them will always afford nte pleasdrey C. Schach, Ida Elder, J. It'
ure."
For sale by all dealers. Price, it
Ella F. Hodson. Lula llodson,
Foater-MU'ouMargaret Keleher, Erria Ferguson, cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Edyth Everltt, Mary V. Spaulding, New York, sole agents for the United
Elizabeth Wllley, Minnie L. Baker, E. Btates.
Myrtle Plant. Mabel Campbell, J. A.
Remember the name Doan's and
Miller. INancy
Hewitt, Anna Brad- take no other.
bury, Elsie McLaln. Grace Caldwell,
VELVET SKIN LOTION
Ella M. I a. Bar, Kallie E. King, Caro- For Tliut Dull Feeling After Fating.
line A. Strong, lone Reynolds, W. D.
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
Clears the Skin Quickly
Sterling. Dr. Cartwrlght. Rev.
ALBUQUERQUE
and Liver Tablets for some time, find
NEW MEXICO
Pauline Cartwright, Miss Ran- con testify that they have don me
$1.00 a Bottle
som, T. E. Smith, M. F. Angell, Miss more good than any tablets I have
Mayo.
evtr used. My trouble was a h- avy
From
county schools: dull feeling after eating. Divld
Capital and
Write for FREE Booklet on SucIsabel Connelly, . Mrs. O'Connor Rob-- t Freeman, Kempt, Nova Swtla. The
of
skiu
th
Home
Treatment
cessful
rts, Nora Stevens. Adele Borden. tablets strengthen the stimaeh an
Ji.se Salazar. Mrs. Eva lughrcy. Ona Improve the digestion. Thy also reg- Schupp, Coral Clyce. Id mice Adams, ulate the llvtr and bowels They sie
AILEEN BERG
Dolores Armijo. Eugenia Keleher. Sa- far superior to pill but cost no inor--- .
rah Hall, Irene Burke, Charlie Hod-Ki- n Get a free sample at any drug pt ire i
EL PASO, TEX.
Mary Hodgln, Belva McCreedy, and see what a splendid medlcla
Nannie Creel, Mamie Wieueke,
d
INTEREST
ALLOWED
it la.
ON
SAYINGS
DEPOSITS
Fcx, Clara Thompson, L. B.
II
This Preparatiod is sold in Albu- Stephen, A. B. Stroup, Jessie M.
Want ads printed in the Citizen j querque at the Parisian,
Stroup, Adele Goss, Mrs. Mary Neet, bring results.
'I
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AMUSEMENTS

CITIZEN.

7, 8 and 9

I

AND GET OUR PRICES

hardware co.

,

s

Music by the Crystal Orchestra

ct

ALL SEATS 10 CENTS

,

y,

;

--

or

r

xyTOrriOfXTOrr-irrvvXT-

)

Elks' Theatre I

COLOMBO

One

THEATRE
lKre, Mg.

W. B.

Merry

They're Coming Back at Last

Admission 10c

Wairs Christmas.

Sire

Ox)

Industry,

v

'

Indies

Went

British

FTinMad,
(Indus- -

Tre Angel Child (comedy.)
Illustrated Nongs

1

1Imi

i

kind that makes
your ieet go eraity. ; t ,.
Z FUN-W- h,
"Barrels of it."
07t-2- 4 or the Gingerlst in
capuvirv.
One big riot of
fun and melody.

HOLLER SKATING RINK 1

X

petticoats,

45

rignt.

r

220 n.

2dst:

.M.M..MM

KELLY

& COMPANY

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

h,

Regular Dixon and Bernard
'!N1h"''6Q anl II.
Here's a regular one to start
-

me-yea-

:rM
GROSS

r

Jennie Craig. Ptnlst.

3UOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

J. KORBER & CO. 2io

Mar-euerl- ta

WUC-Th- e

I

By Mrs. Ilanloti

are the people with a large stock
of best quality goods and have the right
deal for you.

III

IF ITS NEW. WE HAVE IT.

Fol-son-

a;

In their World Renowned
Cheer Up Girlie Play

Matinee Saturday and Sunday
at S p. m.

'

t

Dixon & Bernard

P. M.

AVD

Sev-err-

America's Best Bsrman ComsrJIans

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICT URLS
TWO SHOWS,

JAN. 4

V

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers I

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
SM-lle-

St. Loute. Dec. 29.

XewYork,

Spelter $3.05.

The Metals.

29.
Dec.
I4.10ffi4.1,5; oopper firm
14.50; silver

Begins

Y-

at

Money.
New York. Dec. 29. Money on call
ftrnx, 3 fas1 per cent; prime mercan-

TONIGHT

tile paper, '4 14

riCTURES.
THE KING'S PA1UM)V.
MOVING

i

DIKE CITY

CliicuKo UveMiock.

HAVD.
SONGS

Chicago, Dec. 29. Cattle 4,500.
Steady. Beeves I3.65W7.70; Texan
t3.S0i4.45;
westerns I3.605.5;
Blockers ...and. feeders
2.70i)4.80;
cows and heifers S 1.50 (a 5.00; calves

Prices,

Best Goods,

LOWEST

PRICES

Hon Blauketa
.

liobea
lp
Auto Itobea,

.1
water-

t.0
3.00

to
to

proof.
Team Harness
ll.ea to
Double Buggy Har- 17.10 to
neat
King) surrey harness 17.00 to
Buggy harness
8.10 to
Express wagon harases
IS. SO to

Celebrated

Askew

t.5t
Sheep

9.01).
1.1.000.

Strong. Western $2.60
yearling
$5.006.20; western lambs $4.50i 7.70.
U 4.80;

f

OaUf

14.00
lt.OO

and Salt Meat

EMIIi KLKXNWORT
agasonlo BaUrtuig. North Third

4';

Jan.
Jan.

Klbs
$8.62 H it 8.65.

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY

Mar-ccllln- o,

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

tttMMittiMiinMMumMrttiiin

51.

May
$14.50; March $16.50.
$9.50; May $9.67H.
$8.27 Or 8.30;
May
V

four-niln-ti- te

Builders'

Mac-Grego-

pfd
New York

Woeks.

.. 83,i

Copper

Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
I'lilon Paeitic

. .

Pfd

.100H

.

.10314
.122V4

.

.

S. S

IT.

.

.1314
...121H
.

.

.

.183H
54ft

.

.

...

11 2 7i

fUy MxestiM'k.
City. Dec. 29. Cattle 12
UUO.
St ady. Southern sleerx $3,501
5.5l;
cows
$2.50 if 4.00 ;
southern
Miockers and feeders $3 00 li S.'.'O; liulln
$2.60H4.50; calves $4.00i 7.50; western steer 1 :t. SO tj 5 75; western cows
$2.75i 4.50.
HOB 2.U00. :. to 10c lower. Hulk of
a$e
$5.40 i 5.S5; heavy $5.K04r5.0&;
puckers u nil bia. hern $5.60iu 5.90;
light $5. 2iii 5.75; pix $4.25 ii 5 00.
KansiiM

K.iii.-a- s

--

Sheep,

7,ci00.

2.':

lambs

Steady. Muttons

$5.50 7.60;
weihers $4,00 1(6.65; fed ewe
4.75.
i

5

$4 23

r:inge

$3.00(ii!
TO CCRE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Quinine
LAXATIVE
Take
tablets, Druggists refund money 11
The rapid Increase In our Imsinetts
It falls to eure. E. W. GROYB'8 Is duo to good work and fair treatsignature If on each box. 25c
ment of our patro ls Ilubbs Istundry.

and

Finishers'

--

Supplies

P'".

n,

Amalgumated
lt.OO
Atchison

Meat Market
Hmar Patory.

iDec.

I0.fl

THIRD STREET
gfcnun

Dec.

Pork
Lard

41.01

TH0S. F. KELEHER
403 West Railroad Avenue

Ksada of Froth

'

Grain and Provision.
Chicago, Dee. 29. Closing quota4.M tions:
Wheat Dec. S 1.03 a ;May $1.07';.
4J1 Corn
Dec. 5;',; May 61V4(i61.

4.00 to tl.00
Saddles
Our Harness and Saddle guaranteed
to be aj good as Is on the market
Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
and see our stock before you Say

eJU

per cent.

ritory and western mediums, 17fr21c;
fine medium, 15 !f 17o; fine 12fjri7c.

Mr. J. Knacli. Baritone,

Our

',4

Kl. IjOiiU Wool.
Ht. Louki. Dec. 29.
Wool firm, ter-

CAVE OF THE WINDS.
IL1.1XTKATKD

dull

$14.37'.

49.

Perforoanci
o'clock.

Moving Pictori

-

Lead

C

Look Better

rn

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

--

Cart-wrig-

ht

Surplus, $100,000

1

j

Mll-ore-

CO.

-

TTJIKADY,

DRCEMR-K-

,

IMS.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

t

-

COLUMBUS

Over

Excellent Service
Particular neop.e have been
pleased with ( oluiobus Meals for
many years. Have you tried ihemt B

Standard

Plumbing and
Heating Co.
412 West Central Ave.

(

61

LIQUOR COMPANY

CONSOLIDATED

Successors to Mellnt ic Eakln
Oloml
and Eachecht
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

and

WINES, LIQUORS

'

CIGARS

We handle everything in our Una.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price Lift, Issued to dealers only.
Telephone lit.
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER.

Montezuma

f

and

Grocery

Liquor Company

Copper and Third
All Kinds if Groceries and Liquors
Imported and Domestic

Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Oallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

WHITE HOUSE

Come in the eating's fine

Here

Chronic Dis
eases Cured
We positively cure all diseases of
a chronic nature. Asthma, Con
sumption in the second stage. Catarrh of the Dowels a specialty,
some cases in any stage. If we do
not cure you are not asked to pay.
Write for particulars or come to
the Sulphur Hot Springs, New Mex-

JOS. L, DURAN,
-

THERE

RE

MCST

SOMETHING IS IT,
For the past six months I have
given my Royal
65.00 Typewriter
severs and constant use, and It de
livers the goods every time. I havs
used nearly all the 'standard" $100.00
Typewriters, Including the Reming
ton, Underwood. Smith Premier, Fax,
and others and In my opinion the
Royal MS. 00 machine has more real
merit than any one of the whole
The Royal for me every
bunch.
time.
F. S. BROCK.
Stenographer
Santa Fe Freight
.

ico.

Sulphur Hot Springs

.

one to examine carbon copies without
moving them from the carriage.
pounds.
It weighs only twenty-tw- o
Its every piece is of tested steel.
It has a dust pan which shields the
Inner workings from dust from the
carriage.
It h. a Nvldth of carriage two
greater than any other standard
X machine.
It incorporates all the features of
any machines and has many advan
tages not found in other typewriters.

LUNCHES

No Fancy Price

"What do you know about the Royal typewriter?" was asked of Mise
Gerland this morning at Ma toon's
book store, where a display of the
Royals la being made by the Albu- -'
quiTque Typewriter Exchange brought
the following response:
"It Is the best one out."
Miss Oerland is an expert stenographer recently from St. Louis and she
ought to know.
To begin with the Royal typewriter
only costs 165 and It does all the work
all the old standard 1100 machines
will do and more too. It is peculiarly adapted to office work.
where
speed, durability and adaptability are
essential.
A glance at the display of three
machined, une of which Miss Gerland
operates for prospective buyers shows
to one with an eye accustomed to machines three very neat and compact
typewriters, each equipped with appliances to do everything that can be
done with a pen or pencil, from tabulating to book work, all for 165.
"You see. It rules and writes and
figures and tabulates" said Miss Ger
land, "and when It omes to making
carbon copies. It has all the old ma
chines in the shade."
tVm to Stay.
"The Royal Typewriter has come
to stay." said o. A. Burtner, man
ager of the Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange this morning. "We have
the exclusive agency for Arizona and
New Mexico and I venture to say that
we will have more machines in use
In the two territories within a year
than any two of the old machines.
The Royal people are delivering the
goods.
The company !s bucked by
Thos. P. Ryan, Chas. F. Schwab, the
Whitney and the Guggenhelms, com
posing the strongest financial interest
In America. When the company was
Incorporated, the report went out that
a typewriter trust was being formed.
At the New York Business Show In
Madison Square Garden the Royal
company created a sensation by presenting the greatest electrical sign
ever shown In New York. The machine Is emblematic of this sign. It
Is Just as far ahead of other machines as the sign was ahead of other
signs. The newspaper comments were
most flattering.
The Royal factory
Is the largest and most costly factory
In the world, and the machine is the
beet I have ever used."
Wlmt It Will Do.
The advantages of the Royal Typewriter:
It is a visable writer.
It is simple In construction.
It is easy to manipulate.
It has sliced beyond human manip-

............

109 S. rirmt St.
AND

(Mil

'
ulation.
It has, the advantage, of permitting

RESTAURANT
MEALS

at Mat

n's Has Many Advantages

HOME COOKING

PHONE

IS THE BEST EVER

New Mrchlne on Exhibition

HOTEL

New Mexico

Office.

NEW OFFICERS

THEIR

Tcmplo 1hIko Invito) Friends In to
A lines Ceremonies and Enter-tain- s
TIk-ii- i
In Style.
Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A.
the, mother of New Mexico Masonry, entertained
several hundred
people last flight In a most gracious
manner. The occasion wa the annual installation of newly elected of
ficers, which was done publically and
plendidly. The guests were chiefly
the wives and daughters of the noble
men.
Standing on a dais in tho front of
the hall. Past Master Cushman con
ducted the work of Installation gracefully and with sufficient solemnity to
lmprt8 one with the grandeur of the
Masonic order. After the Installation
had been completed, E. L. Medler,
the newly elected marshal, took the
gavel In hand and proclaimed the
order and command of the past mas
ter. There was a crack of the gavel
to the east, to the south and to the
west.

The literary and musical program
consisted of selected numbers. The
Ltthgow, orchestra rendered two se
lections, and the Temple Quartet sang
two very Interesting pieces. But one
of the most entertaining features was
the recitation of Miss Elsie McDonald,
who for her program umber gave
a German parody on Poe's "Quoinu
the Raven, Nevermore." Harry Bul-lar- d
brought forth rousing applause
with a baritone solo. "Out on the
Deep," and T. Y. Maynard made a
decided hit with a bas solo.
At the close of the program A. B.
McMillen presented Jewels to four
past masters, and gave a very Inter
esting history of New Mexico Mason
ry. Temple lodge was established In
the year 1881, and first became a
property owner when It purchased the
little brick building on the second
floor of which Is the present banquet
hall. Then growth demanded the
y
building
purchase of the
the lodge now occupies. Mr. McMil
len then very cleverly referred to tho
building
new. four-stor- y
proposed
which the lodge will build during the
master Ma
coming year. Thirty-fiv- e
sons were given their degrees during
the past year and eighteen were re
ceived from other lodges.
Lost night was the second time In
the history of the local, lodge that
jewels were given to the retiring past
master. The plan was established last
year, when It was agreed that four
Jewels would be given to past masters
each year until all had received them.
Those who received these much prized
emblems last night were A. J. Maloy,
who was worshipful master of Temple
Gov.
lodge during the years 1889-9K. .S. Stover, who occupied the office
the year 1886; and E. I Medler, Sr.,
who held the gavel the following year,
M.r. Medler's Jewel was given to E. L.
Medler. Jr., the son, w ho Is also a
high Mason.
When the Jewels had been distrib
uted, the guests were entertained by
Fred. Miller, custodian of the Ma
sonic cupboard, who served punch
and cake. The affair was delightful
throughout.
Those installed were: Harry Braun,
master; Frank H. Moore, Junior war
Simon
den; J. A. Miller, secretary:
Stern, treasurer; J. A. Peterson, senior deacon; P. Hanley, Junior deacon;
steward;
senior
Stewart,
David
George Clifford, Junior steward; Ed
ward Li. Medler, marshal.
George R. Craig, who was elected
to the office of senior warden, was
not installed because of his absence
from the city. A. M. Whltcomb,
elected tyler, was absent on account
of sickness and was not Installed.
two-stor-

0;

THE

MIN D OF THE MOB.

Dr. Geo. E. Vincent, of tho Univer
sity of Chicago, will lecture on "The
Mind of the Mob," at Elks' Ofx-i-house, tomorrow evening, December
30. Dr. Vlmtiit luw delivered this
lecture In many of the large cities
with great. success. Head what the
Pueblo (Colorado) Journal says of lite
a

I. H. COX. The Plumber
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

"Dr. Vincent Is unique on the lecture platform, and hie scintillations of
wit combined with his profundity of
thought, alternately convulsed his
auditor or set them to pondering upon new thoughts earnestly expressed,
or. old thoughts In a new guise, sj
new as to make them doubly

105 South Second Street.

706

to est

Central Ave,

fote against tlie newer

OP- -

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

at
Men's $20.00 Suits at

REPORT

Or CONDITION

S. F. RAILROAD CO.

39-4-

0

Cash Resources

i,465.537-S-

Total.

$3. iS.734-o-

:J

J.i

fla. a

f?

.90

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES

OFF

1- -3

1- -3

OFF

and

One-fourt- h

one-thir-

L

IT

ALL WINTER GOODS
off regular prices

d

Complete Line
at Right Prices
A

WILL KNOWN RESIDENT
.

BUSINESS

IS SLOWLY DYING

WHI Known Throughout
The Territory, stricken by

'Marcus,"

MEN

BUY

THE LOCAL
Deal Will Ik ConsumaU'd Shortly and
$50,000 Is Said to lie the Price

luralylM.

several years
cashier of a poker game conducted
In the St. Elmo saloon during the
palmy days of the tiger In New Mexico, lied alone In his rftorrt In tho
Orant building, dying It, la thought.
When seen this afternoon by the reporter his mind was so clouded that
he could not remember the name of
his doctor, end was unable to sit up
In bed. Paralysis Is though to have
been the cause of his sudden break
down.
Marcus, as he Is known throughout
the territory, was seen hobbling up
the stairs to his room about 6 o'clock
yeBterday afternoon and was then so
weak and stiff that it. took, him half
an hour to climb two flights, in the
night, Henry Bramlett, Janitor at the
Grant building, heard him moaning
and went to his assistance. The
totally
man's right side is almost
paralysed.

Harris Marcus, for

.

Involved.
It is stated upon good authority
th'at a stock company composed of
Albuquerque business men and em
ployes of the Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine works Is being formed
to purchase that plant from the present owner, R. P. Hall. The men composing the company met last night In
the Cromwell block and took preliminary step toward the organization
of the company. The purchase price
Is said to be about $50,000, and that
this part of the transaction has been
fully consumated. The terms of the
salo have not been given out, thdugh
It Is understood that $25,000
will
change hands as a part of the deal,
'
'
within the next few days,
The men said to compose the new
company are C. M. BuIIard, William
Bryce, Charles Davis, James Stewart,
Peter Low, Peter Stewart, Carl " B.
Hopping, Matthew Ridley W. O. Hopping, H. B. Ray, and Frank A.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Cheerfully Re- ::
funded
.

.

.
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'
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IBaalbeGi Hulls tuiQeii'

'

115-11- 7

N. First Street.

1

,

7

1

Our Coal Is received fresh from the mine

every day.

,

''

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN BLOCK
GALLUP EGG
MILL WOOD

KINDLING

.

Gold.

This Is Worth Reading.
Leo F. Zellnskl. of 68 Gibson' St.,
Buffalo, N. Y., says: "I cured the
most annoying cold sore 1 ever had,
with Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I applied this salve once a day for two
days,, when every trace of the sort
was gone." ' Heals all sores. Sold under guarantee at all druggists. 25c

EASY MONEY

Though Hugh Scharwenka
has
keen selling clothing In New Mexico
twenty-seven
for
vears and for several years past has been secretary
and a large stockholder in the Belen
Mercantile company, of Belen, very
few people here know that he hat
two cousins and .i sister who are
among the foremost musicians of
Berlin. Mr. Scharwenka is stopping
at the Alvarado for a couple of days,
while on his way to Helen to assist
'i
Henry Uerphide. president of the
Mercantile company, lu tukb.g
anival stock inventory.
Xaxcr Scharwenka, who composed
the "Polish Dances' and Philips
Scharwenka.
another weil known
composer, both residing u Berlin,
are cousins of the well known traveling man. Miss Elizabeth Scharwenka,
formerly an opera singer, and who
n jw has a large conservatory of music iu Berlin, is his si iter.

W. H.

o

For Eczema, letter and Salt Rheum.
The Intense Itching characteristic

of these ailments la almost instantly
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve Many
severe cases have been cured by It.
For sale by all druggists.
Before buying call and see our list
f residences. Prices $850 to $5,000.
Vacant lots for sale. John Borra-dallcorner Third tnd Gold.

Medicine That Is Medicine.
"I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, bui
I have now found a remedy
that
keeps me well, and that remedy U

HAHNCO.

Phone 01

ALL THE WAY UP

..

From the foundation to the shingles on the root, we ara setting Building Mater al Cheaper than yon have bought tor'
vmoj years. Save at least 2ft per cent and

Be-!e-

If you have any furniture, horses,
buggies or anything else to sell, list
them with J. F. Palmer, the auctioneer. Office and sales rooms,
Houth Second street.

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PUONL 8.

THE

&

Lumber Co.

CORNER THIRD AJTD MARQUETTE.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

FUol

Booflnj

First and Marqoctte

..

Alboqserqtfc, New Mexico
4

I'OLD RELIABLE,"

ESTABLISHED

1873

L. Be PUTNEY

200, 000 00
56,088 33

$

THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

200,000.00
2,669,64573

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
the Southwest

o

Total

$3,

25,734 06

X$i&W

become but that few kitchens are found where
they are not used.

'

w

1

TOO LATK TO CLASSIFY.
MEXICO MAN
FOR SALE Three room new cottage NEW
terms easy. Porterfleld Co., 216
West Gold.
OF MUSICAL FAMILY
FOR SALE Four room new brick,
modern, easy terms. Porterfleld Co.
21
West Oold.
He Travel About Uio Territory Sell,
ii'g Clothing, Bu( Few Knew of
FOR RUNT Good 3. 4. 6. ' room
II bj PIsthitrulslMXl Relatives.
houses. Porterlleld Co., 216 West

ioi
.

4

$14.00

So popular have

Capital
Surplus and Profit
Circulating notes

Deposits

ALBERT FABER

15.00
$12. GO

A vote amnios! tlui sewer lioud U a
A vote aicaliixt I he newer bonds is a
vote uguliiot tireuler Albuquerque.
vole uwalul ;reuler Allniu,tieru'.

LIABILITIES

$1, 57'.
Loans and Discounts
49,086 33
..
Bonds, securities, etc. .
Banking House and fixtures. .
30,970 80
$
Gov'nt Bonds.. 333.937-51,131,600.00
Cash and Kx

d V La.

.

NOVEMBER 27TH,1908

mmeouiicme

-

J

See window

Electric Bitters; a medicine that is
medicine for stomach and liver trouOur work la IUGHT tot every de- bles, and for run down conditions."
says W. C. Klestler, of Halllday, Ark.
partment. Hubba Iundry Co.
Electric Bitters purify and enrich the
Cheapest accident
insurance In-- blood, tone up the nerves, and Im(HI.
Stops the part vigor and energy to the weak.
Thomas' Erlectrie
pain anil heals the wound. All drug- Tour money will be refunded If It
gists Sell It.
falls to help you. 50c at all druggists.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T.

-

Cravenette Coats, worth $20
Wilaon Bros. Shirts - -

e,

fc

$17.50
to $75

We arc determined to open our new store 3 1 6
W. Central Ave. with a strictly
line of Men s and Boys' Wearing Apparel.
We have but a few days in which to dispose
of our present stock, and we will do it if prices
can accomplish this. '
Men's $25.00 Suits

jf
ff

Oak

THE ENTIRE STOCK MUST BE SOLD.

lit

THE FIRST NATIONAL BA.NK

ered and Fumed

NOW IN FULL SWING

bondx In a

C. A. HUDSON.

GLASS
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struggle for existence and since the
welfare of each depends chiefly on the
acquirement of material
the struggle Is necessarily Industrial
In Its pHture.
Hence, we must regard
the present fhnrn of the conflict-betw- een
employer Hnd employed as
a class struggle,
In this, as In all social disruptions,
there are two pets of forces or obstacles In the way of Individu al equal
ity. These are natural and artiticial
those which naturo places in the
way, and those which arise 'through
man's selfishness and Ignorance. Natural obstacles disappear In the course
of evolution; they can disappear In no
other way. Artlliciui obstacles disStudents of New
appear gradually by artificial means
Schools Appear to Good
that l, by human Instrumentality. It
lies within our power, therefore, to
Advantage In Annual
adjust, partially at least, the relations
between man and man, and thereby
Event.
guarantee to everyone the Inalienable
rights of his being; the right to an
equal chance, and the right to share
The University of Xik Mexico fac- social equatfty with his fellow man, If
ility and students are rejoicing today the power Is within him to withstand
as a result of the annual oratorical the necessary competition.
contest at the Elks' theater liift nigh.
We recognize today four kinds of
Thf University representative, Itoy A. Institutions: religious, educational, poHaldwin, won the gold medal In the litical and economic. Economic
contest at the Elks' theater last night,
unlike the other, indicate
subject being "The .Social Confilct." sectional or class struggles. The conThe Albuquerque high school also lias flict between employer and employed
cause for rejoicing, though In a lesser Is a conflict between two great econodegree, for the representative of the mic Institutions; capitalism on the
school. Prod Calkins, took second one hand and la'oor unionism on the
prize, a silver medal In the contest other.
for high schools, with the oration,
Institutions are artificial creations,
"The Average Man."
and a nation is nothing more nor
yet
was
"This
the best contest
low than its institutions. Hence, no
Jield," said Professor Kupert F. Asp-lun- nation is greater than Its Institutions.
of the University faculty, who Xo society is better than its maxims
had charge of the contest. "The ora- and Its laws.
These two principles
tions this year were better, they Were are fundamental, and, since maxims
delivered In better . manner and the and laws are embodied in intitutioti3,
attendance exceeded that at any
there follows a third principle, that
contest."
reform in society must be institutionThe theater was comfortably filled al reform.
when the contests began. Each conIt frequently happens, as is Indeed
testant had partisans enough to keep true today in the case of capitalism,
enthusiasm at a high pitch and the that an economic institution
will
numbers on the program were inter- usurp political anil governmental
spersed with school yells. The Apol- power and exercise legislative authlo and Wagner quartets of the Las ority. The result is centralization.
Vegas public schools fang several Centralization not In the nene
f
numbers which were well received.
union, but centralization in the sense
Fred Howurth, of itaton, opened of monopoly, for the purposes of cla.'s
the high school contest with his ora- legislation.
When an institution
tion, "The Oreater Citizenship." The ceases to exist for the welfare of the
other contestants In this contest and whole society. It becomes destructive
their subjects were: Agnes McVlcker of its own ends. When It begins to
of Gallup, "New Mexico;" Fred Calk- advance the interests of one class,
ins of Albuquerque, "The Average disregardln gothers, it becomes a par
man;" Willis Anderson of Roswell, asite, destroying the well being of the
"Grit The Most Desirable Trait cf established social order. Capitalism
Character;" Mulr McMains of Dent- in the United States has reached this
ing, "The Marble Lietb. Wattng;" An- stage. As an institution in this coun
na McMahon of Las Vegas, "Our try, capitalism has gained the balance
Problem;" Genevieve Harrison of of power In the government, and for
Kama Fe, "Are We Fit for State- this reason the laboring classes rise
hood;" Farming-tohigh school wai in rebellion.
not represented.
Concurrent with political centralizIn the higher Institutions contest, ation, comes another equally dangerHerbert C. Stewart of 'he Agricultur- ous movement: The consolidation of
al College, spoke of "Philippine De- capital. Nowhere in the world Is this
pendence;" Roy A, Baldwin, of the tendency more noticeable than in
University, "The Social Conflict;" America. A dozen men own half the
Huth Crawford, of the 6ilver City railroads of the country; one man has
Normal, "The Spirit of the West."
absolute control of the oil industry;
The prize winners were announced a few individuals control the price of
a follows: In the high school con- labor and the, price of food; u score
test, Ann McMahon first. Fred Calk- of capitalists control the money marins second; higher institution contest, ket of the nation. The control by a
Itoy A. Baldwin first, Ruth Crawford few of the Instruments of production
ccond.
and distribution of the common ar
President C. M. Light, of the Silver ticles of life, moans a monopoly of the
City Normal, announced the winners nation's wealth. This, combined with
of the Ralph E. Twltchell prises for the selfishness of man a nature, means
the best essay on "Statehood Between industrial oppression and economic
1847 and 1850."
Roscoe Anthony of tyranny. Millions of dollars are made
the Normal school won the first prlae today on the turn of a Bingle trade.
of J15; while Anna Newhall, of Santa A few people are amassing fortunes
Fe. won the second prize of $10.
and erecting the bulwark of capitalThe judges on delivery were: High- ism against the common people the
er Institutions, C. C. Hill, Roswell; A. bulwark of the nation while thous
A. Kaiser, Dayton; Mignon Fisher, ands of the commons, In the shadow
Las Vegas. High schools, W. E. Gar- of this great overgrown and toppling
rison, Agricultural college, Prof. En-lo- Institution of opulence, are wanting
Silver City; J. H. Clark.
the necessaries of life.
Mr. Baldwin's oration, which won
Such conditions can not long confirst prize, Is as follows:
tinue. Intelligent and liberty loving
men are beginning to rebel against
THE SOCIAL CONFLICT.
such arrogant usurpation of society's
Society, in its onward course, like rights and the disregard of human
a pendulum, sways from one extreme liberties. Today the world is on the
to the other. From an age of inactiv- eve of a great soclul reaction. The
ity, the path of progress Is toward an clouds of social discontent havo long
epoch of discovery, conquest and col- been gathering. The economic world
onization; then, from asceticism, we has become a mighty vortex of conIncline to Infidelity; from the aesth- tending theories for social reform. in
etic to the material, from the senti- the battlefield of minds the issue la
mental to the intellectual. Reforma- Joined, hut still all is apparent chaos.
tion, aside from evolution, is Impos-ibl'1 o emancipate
society from these
and permanent progress ta a conditions, what is the remedy? Soslow, silent and unconscious process. cialism? No. Socialism is an end,
Gnat evils in society develop slowly not a means; a product, not a remedy.
and as slowly puss away. Once ex- When, in the course of evolution,
tant, they disappear by reactions. In man beconi's a more social being
one age, one evil exists; In the next than he is today; when ills altruistic
oge, another; but the whole society, nature is developed to the point that
like a tide of the ocean, oscillating In the welfare of the talo is his first
Its course, moves .silently onward
and supreme object; when natural
onward to an ultimate goal. What Is and artificial obstacles have disapgoal?
that
It is the goal of mutual peared; wheh harmony is established
correspondence, of perfect social har- between man and nature; then will
mony, of political and industrial be the dawn of righteousness and
equality. The battle for equal rights peace; then will be tho consummation
Had a common origin with humanof all things earthly Into an ideal soity, and not until our ultimate goal ciety the resultant of all material
is attained will it cease. It Is the forces; then will be the glorious reign
itruggle which consumes the energicv of Socialism.
of the race. Institutions, laws, religliut the end is not yet. Socialism
ions and philosophies, the ultimate is In the distant future. Until gov
purpose of which Is adjustment, are ernmental power is lodged wheie .t
Indicative of this struggle. Social belongs, thu strife will continue. We
conflict takes on different aspects in joatu today of our republican form
different ages. In one age, It is politi- of government; we are prone to magcal; in another age. It is religious; nify ltd virtues, and this is well; but
today. It is economic. .In undent our patriotism must not blind us to
Home, it is the poor Plebeian pitted our dangers. For the nation's safety
against the wealthy Patrician in the we must be conservative. Our people
struggle for political liberty. In med- today are intelligent; they are educatiaeval Europe it ig the peasant fight- ed in the science of government. With
ing for religious reformation
and Increased intelligence there must be
freedom of worship. In the twentieth increased personal liberty. Democracy
century, throughout the world, It Is with individualism must be our next
the toller who prays for that social step. Againt centralization and monorder whereby he can enjoy the fruits opoly there in, aside from revolution,
of his own toil and share social equal but oho remedy exalt the Importance
ity with the capitalist. We must, then of the individual; give no power to
look upon the present struggle be the national government thut can be
tween capital and labor as one of exercised by the state; give no power
thoo disruptions which. In the course to the statu that can be exercised by
of social evolution, marks one ntuge the municipality: and above ail. exalt
In the progress of society toward thut the home the kingdom and citadel
Ultimate and perfect gain.
of the individual, (live the state conThe basis of social conf.lct is lack trol of ull industries and parts of inOf harmony between man and nature. dustries within Its borders, to be subWhen the wants of society exceed the servient only to general laws of the
natural production of the necessaries national government; let coumy and
of life,' it Is obvioun that there will
city governments exercise authority
conflict. The result will be, as It has to their fullu-- t capacity. in short,
always been, the gradual elimination bring the ruling power ns close us
it those least tlttud for competition possible to the Individual make the
In this economic struggle.
government Democratic.
Disharmony between man and nature means
liut will mere redistribution
of
disharmony between man unj man. governmental power accomplish mi
vary;
heme,
of
existence
Conditions
momentous a reform? Can mere laws
there develops Inequality between in- change the hearts and sympathies of
W
Is
Inequality,
dividuals.
men and make an Ideal society? Perhere there
there will be classes. These classes haps, after ull is jald, life itself must
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be the price of emancipation.
every race and every age men have
died that others might live. Each
generation of workingmen offers tP
Its noble spirits to martyrdom on the
altar of human liberty. And If, In the
course of Justice, It becomes necessary that more blood shall flow, In
order to liberate the oppressed, there
still remain In the ranks of the common people those who are ready and
willing to make the sacrifice.
Let us, then, hope In humanity
that society can work out Its own
destiny; that nil great evils contain in
them a deadly germ for their own
Let us believe that in
annihilation.
the most corrupt society. In the
whljh
gloomiest age of oppre.-sio- n
man must know, thero still glows, unseen, un inextinguishable spark
of
Justice, a nucleus of truth, that can
once again implant tire In the hearts
of men and inspire them with virile
life to break the political and industrial chains of their bondage, and rise
step by step to the full enjoyment of
their inborn and Inalienable right.
The same spirit of liberty that
molded a nation, the same loyalty to
principle that saved a nation, still
animates the soul of the Anglo Saxon.
That spirit thu victory spirit when
directed Intelligently into the chanwill
nels of justice and altruism,
emancipate ft race. Let us. therefore,
educate the masses; and to secure to
the individual the full fruits of his
labor, we will appeal, for this final adjustment between the rich and the
poor, to speedy and eternal Justice,
and to the nobler sentiments of mankind.
Miss McMahon's prize winner in
the high school contest follows:

REFERRING TO JOHN D'S COMING
INVASION OF LONDON
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Every well regulated family, especially if It makes any pretensions to
prominence. Is supposed to have "its
skeleton in the closet." What Is true
of a private family, applies, on a
larger scale, to a state. The main
difference between them is, that the
state has not an ordinary skeleton,
but one of gigantic proportions; not
cne small trouble, but many great
ones; not one problem only to face
and solve, but a multitude of problems.
And even though we, who
claim New Mexico as our home, must
:
be content to live In a territory for a
few weeks, or a few months longer, pinnacle of culture that he can play
we have the consolation of knowing the part of an intellectual meteor UNITED STATES IS
that no full grown state, old and
on an empty stomach.
Would any
in evil and sorrow, has cne of us, if forced to live
for only
mote Interesting troubles than ours; a few days on tortillas and chili,
AFTER MORE TRADE
feel
and, that we, the people of a territory, inclined to' handle a spade and shovel
are facing and Intend to solve what with mad energy? What then can
is, In many respects, the most appealwe opect of a people underfed, un Heal Object of Fleet's Visit to South
ing, the most pathetic of all
race dernourished,
not only for a few days
AmcrUai Im to
Market
questions In the United States.
or a few hours only, but for years,
for AmiTU'iiii ,omK
neThe South, in dealing with the
generations?
lor
With impoverished
gro, meets an alien, un inferior, withblood, living In the sanitary conditions
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2. it is
out any of those qualifications which of the sitectith century, Is it any
reported here that the real reason for
have contributed to the progress of wonder that disease has claimed the sending
Puciilc fleet on a tour of
mankind.
native for its own? Is It impossible the west the
coast of South America after
Even the Northern and Eastern tc understand why the earning
It has finished battle practice ut
of the average Mexican Is destates,' with their great European
bay
winter is a desire on
population, must absorb a very dif- grees below that of tho average the part of this
the government to foster
ferent type of people from those American workman?
commercial
relations
between tho
among whom our lot is cast; for the
And it is this condition of degen- United States and South America as
immigrant has hastened to America erated bodies, of minds dulled by was
done by
to live comfortably in a peaceful, set- weakness and disease, of ambitions fleet to the tho visit of the Atlantic
Orient.
tled land.
crushed by adversity, which we muvt
John Barrett, director of the InBut we have neither the negro nor understand, with which we must sym- ternational
Bureuu of American
the immigrant, but the Spanish-Americapathize and which we must improve
who recently arrived here
with traits peculiar unto him- at any cost. And in the accomplishto the Pacific coast, is
self. As regards origin, our natives ment of our task we must look for from toa betrip
Tipon."ibli for the move.
are white people; for, if there Is u help trom thos'j brilliant exceptions said
After his trip to Kan Francisco,
trace of the Indian among them, it among the natives themselves, who Barrett
arrived full of enthusiasm
Is so slight and so rare as to prove are living proofs of the heights to
for larger trade relations with South
the exception rather than the rule. which the Spanish-America- n
can rise America. During his stay on the
They are not only white, but they under favorable circumstances.
coast he preached the gospel of recibelong to that very same branch of
Many people 'n attempting to solve procity with our southern neighbors.
the white race to which we belong
this I'oblem tsay vague'y that Its "I have no fault to find with the
the Aryan; that people, which more aoluMon
lies It education, and, '.x't-In- g sending of the Atlantic fleet to Japthan all others has made the world's
mean- an," said Mr. Barrett today, "but I
the word in its
history. The Spaniard has a past as ing, they are r'gl I, I broadest
think but if am more than ever impressed with
glorious as our own, us proud In its th.' mean so many books
of ailtn-nn-t- the fact that we are reaching across
deeds of valor, as haughty In Its inpages of geogra- the seas for trade when we have it
and pi
tellectual attainments, as pure in lan- phy, they are nil.')'
wrong.
native at our very doors und leave it neguage, as advanced In laws. Theirs himself dees not take The
to
a glected.
is a past that can take its place in regime in any kindly spirit, such
lndcer.
"If the people of the Faeific coast
that grand procession of greatness in so far as he is concerned, our
edthat Is no more a past to be ad- ucational system is a failure. But, only understood the vast resourcis of
mired, honored and reverenced. And if by education, they mean a broad, South America and the needs of that
j country,
and would expend half tne
we must assimilate and help, not a general Improvement
conditions, money they are spending for trade
people of Inferior race, not the dregs then the people who of
so
recklessly
expansions with Japan, toward Jie
of Europe seeking peaceful
homes prescribe education as a "cure-all- "
working up of trade with South Amin our laud, but pioneers and like
ills of humanity, are correct. erica, they would get ten times the
tor
the
urselves, the
descendants of men Hut, to the native, the geography and
who did not flinch at dangers men the arithmetic must be administered returns.
"South American people won't orwho, cut (T from the rest of the1
smull amounts until his constitu- der good.s from
catalouges.
They
world, in the midst of a hostile land, in
first,
is stronger.
At
tion
the
main
kept alive the fire of civilisation for part of his training must be along want to talk to agents and pee the
nearly 300 years until the American industrial lines. He must be taught goods. Foreign countries are sending
agents versed
lanthe Spanish
came.
blacksniithlng,
scientific gardening, guage, down toinSouth
America with
And what do we behold in the na- painting, paper hanging:
for the samples and taking away
trade that
tive of the present? That well known crafts and trades, the works of the
belongs to the United States.
Kpirit of the pioneer, that fervid reever
been
the
hands,
have
"Latin America does more than
ligious enthusiasm which has charac
rs of the abstract achievements of
d
of the total commerce of
terized the Spaniard for ages? No, i the mind. He must know the dignity
indeed! We see minds and Fplrlts of labor and best of all he himself the American republics. Trade rethat are fit inmates of the bodies must be encouraged to become a ports for tho last year show a balan e
tho United States.
which they Inhabit. We see men In skilled
When his earning of trade against
bought from other nather thirties, with the bent shoulders capacity laborer.
is increased his food will be Latin America
the United States
nd tho stiff, uncertain
movements nourishing,
sanitation of his house tions than
worth of goods, but from the
that belong to seventy. We see wom- will improvetheand
fibers
of
his
the
en already withered in their first
In
will develop into United States only $210,000,000.
mental make-u- p
words, Latin America purchas d
jouth; and. although it may be
what his Creator intended that It other
more than three times as much from
of tlie Latin races to debe.
velop i. uly and fade enrly, It is not shouldw
other countries ns she did from the
Is
difill
us.
never be like
He
He
a characteristic of the Latin races or
United States.
pracby
so
nature. He is not
of any other race to havo practically ferent
"Doesn't this show thst there Is
so
so
aggressive,
fevernor
tical, not
no youth at all.
something lacking with this counis
different, but
When we think of the typical ishly ambitious. He
Inferior, He Is poor try?"
Mexican of the middle classes, proud not necessarily
impractical,
spite of his
In
but
with a false pride, indolent, looking and
Marked for Death.
ever to the past rather than the poverty. In spite of his misfortune, in
years ago I was marked for
"Three
present or future; stupid. Incapable, the face of starvation and disease, he death. A graveyard cough was tearcourtesy,
gentle
kept
bright
has
his
we are apt to forget the great uning my lungs to pieces. Doctors failed
derlying forces which have combined his hospitality, his respect for age, his to help me, and hope had fled, when
race.
rrlde of
to make him what he Is.
my husband got Dr. King's New DisIt Is to U9 that ho must look for hla covery," says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of
In the first place that old medieval attitude toward labor as de- f pportunlty; he cannot make It for Bac, Ky. "The first dose helped me
grading, Is a part of his Inheritance himself. It devolves upon us as the and Improvement kept on until I had
from his parents. Work is not to him Mrongrr people to see that he Is given gained 58 pounds In weight and my
a friend,
a support, but a dire ne- the right to live, to work, to have a health was fully restored." Thia medcessity, which, like all other evils, sound mind in a sound body.
icine holds the world's healing record
must be endured at times, but evadThe attainment of our object will for coughs and colds and lung and
ed whenever possible. The Mexican mean thousands of dollars to the peo- throat diseases.
It prevents pneun iiy serve his tlm0 as an employe, but ple of New Mexico; It will mean the monia.
Sold under guarantee at all
on pay day he is a lord, a king, an establishment of Industrial
schools, Irugglsts.
50c and 11.00. Trial bot- independent monarch and woe unto (specially for the native; it will mean 8e free.
o
the man who dares dictate to him.
the founding of settlement houses
Hut, I believe, the physical circumlike that of Hull House in Chicago. It
Hair Dresser ami tldropodlst.
stances of hU life are even more to ulll mean that we must find a Jane
Mrs. Hamblnl, at ner parlors opblame for his weakness and his In- Addams to lend us her aid; It will posite the Alvarado and next door to
ability than is this mental attitude io-- mean that each and every one of us Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
aril labor.
will give his or her support to the thorough scalp treatment, do hair
We cannot dodge the truth that the cause. It will be a great undertak- dressing, treat corns, bunions and
spiritual and mental are ever chain- ing for the youngest state in the ingrown nails. She gives massage
ed to the material, the physical.
Mrs.
Union. but the results will amply retreatment and manicuring.
when we come down to cold, pay the pains.
Bambini's own preparation of comhard facts, our government
owes
And ours Is the burden to see to plexion cream builds up the skin and
In r ominandlng position among
It that a people so rich in good qualimproves the complexion, and is.
today as much to beef steak and ities, so gifted in social graces, shall guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
to soap as to ability and brains.
not be swept away by the rushing also prepares hair tonic and cures
No one, not even an American
current of adverse circumstances
and prevents dandruff and hair falland It Is generally understood that and outs is the duty to meet this ing out, restores life to dead hair, reoothlng Is too difficult for American I roblem of an unfortunate race and moves moles, warts and superfluous
tttrniination 'to undertake not even to solve It In the spirit of Justice, of hair. For any blemish of the face,
an American, I say, has reached that right, of human kindness.
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
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THE CITIZEN
has been producing the high-eclass of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.
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As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends out. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?
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UBCrUL HOLIDAY PRKBCNTB
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VVs.

Buy them now and avoid the rush.
We will keep for you:
Nurse rockers, $1.60 up; Arm rockers, $3.00 and up; leather Seat Diners. $2.50 and up; Child's Chairs, 40o
and up; Child's Rockers 65c and up;
Morris Child's Chairs, $1.60 and up;
Large Morris Chairs $7.50 up; Princess Dressem, $15.40 up; Solid Oak
Drewern, $10. o up; UulTets, $16.09
up; Sideboards, $15.00
up; Hand
Pearl Paintings. $1.76 up; Phonographs $20.00 up; Axmlnsters A Body
Brussels Art Squares, $13. SO up; Ingrain Art Squares, $3.00 up; Upholstered Couches, $5.00 up, and many
other things too numerous ts mention.
Everything to furnish the house.
Cnli or payment.

,

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

I'HIWOJI AIj PROPERTY LOANS

MONEY to LOAN

Numbi'r one lady cook,
401 Wwl Central avenue.
A girl for the kitchen
WANTKD
WTANTMl)

"

PHYSICIANS
SOLOMON

It. BCRTON, M. D.

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.

Physician and Surgeon.
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hsrses,
Wagons and ather chattels, alsa aa
10
Walter St Plionc
SALARIES) AND WAREHOUSE RE- Residence,
103. Orflcf, 0 Harnett BUIg.
CEIPTS, as low aa $10 and as high
Phone, 617.
as J2M. Leans are quickly made aad
strictly private. Time: One month ta
one year gives. Ooods remain in your
DBS. BROX80X
BRONSON
possession. Our rates are reasonable
borrowing.
as
sea
before
Call and
Ho eopathlc PliyslaUuis ami iurgeo
Tl IE HOUSEHOLD IX) AN CX.
Steamship tickets to and frera all
Over Vann's Drag Store
parts af the wsrld.
Ofkoe 2 Residence ltt&t.
Bldg.
8
4,
Grant
Rioma and
30S
' A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.
West Central Avenue.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Owen Evenings.
Practice limited to Tuberculosis.
On

8.

(02 West Tlieras.
WEST END VIADUCT
FOR RHNT Good caddie horse for
Fheue
IIS.
his ke
printer
was never more so than she Is to
TRINTEK Sober, reliable country
wants situation In good
day.
In superb health she is phy
Address
town In New Mexico.
sically as typical a "daugter of the
with particular a to salary, etc
gods" as eho is the very queen of
C. B. Galtck, care Albua.uero.ue
song.
Cltlsea.
Nordlca of today Is a different art
regarding
ist from the Nordica of a few years
Information
WANTBD
ago. As great as eho was then, she
farm or business far sale; nat
is very much greater today. Her art
Wi ta hear
aOeut locatios;
'
has developed and broadened, and
aell difrom ewaer snly. who will sescrlp-tioher musical horizons have widened.
rect ta hayer; give srlce,
"HANS
AND
NIK"
Sincere devotion to her work, to
aa state when sossession can
Hours 10 to 13 and 8 to 4.
gether with marvelous vocal gifts.
FOR RENT
be had. Address L DarbyBhlre,
Telephone
MS.
uimpenchable
musical talent and I
Box 2t3e, Rochester, N. Y.
10, State National
Rooms 8,
and
combined
Im
next
institution
The
event
with superb per
musical
of
nicely
furnished
FOR RENT Three
Bank Block.
WANTBD At once. Woman with
portance to be presented at the Elks' sonal beauty, has placed this, the
light housekeeping. 213
rooms
for
dO
tO
CSOklng,
Of
.nma klwMl
theater on January 4 will be the well greatest soprano of the age, upon a
South Arno. Telephone 1404.
light housework. Mrs. J. W. Pres-te- l,
known Oorman comedians,
Dixon
8 room flats,
Sevi-RENT
FOR
and
avenue.
Marquette
816
iil Bernard, in a new spectacular
3 to 7 rooms ;one furnished.
hows..
version of the merry muietil ex- WANTED Lady with child wishes
W. H. McMIUIon, real estate brok
ravaganza. "Hans and Xlx." This
DR. R. L. SHARP
position to do light housework. Ober. 211 W. Oold.
comedy is built on new lines, with
Veterinary turgeon.
ject, roam and board and small FOR KhNT Pertion of good ware
well denned plot and a number of
(Registered)
wages. Mra. J. F. P., Citizen.
house; easy of access for drays de Office Phones Nor. hit and 781. Oflde splitting situations
that will
requires
erne
goods.
hauling
llvering or
Innulre
WANTED Success Mara
cause screams of laughter.
Fun Is
fice. 118 John Street. Home, 811
Albuquerin
man
"B" this office.
tha services of
the keynote of the whole pluy and nl- S. Broadway. Phone 1149.
subscripexpiring
que to look after
hough there are nineteen
original
Alhuquerqne. N. M.
tions and to secure new business by
SALE
musical numbers In the new comedy,
FOR
unusualmeans of special methods
they ilo not interfere In any way
position permanent; FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
DR. PERCV 8. ISAACSON,
ly effective;
with the conotant flow of fun. Harry
experience,
bat
prefer one with
Von Tilser, the well known composer.
harness; ulso an Ice pony. W. H.
with
applicant
any
(Graduate
of Toronto, Canada.)
would consider
responHlble for the music, and the
McMlllion, 211 W. Gold.
good natural qualifications; salary
book was written by Kerker Morton.
Surgron
Veterinary
opDentist.
and
and
Residences,
SALE
FOR
ranches
f 1.10 per day, with commission R.
Phone 781: night phone 1158. Of While neither a chorus nor a series
'.V
city lots; some good bargains. Rio
tion. Address, with reference.
of vaudeville arts were necessary to
flee:
Frank's blacksmith shop.
Co.,
John
Valley
Land
Grande
Peacock, room lt2, Success
C.
success,
comedy
the
a
make
the
agent. Corner Third and
Magailne Bldg.. New York.
have lavishly provided both.
Gold avenue.
In
to
addition
Dixon and
Bernard
DENTISTS
Rooms
the stars, Ruth Bernstein, a pretty
FOR SALE Or will exchange for Albuquerque real estate, eight fine
and talened soubrette, has a leading
FOR RBNT New, clean and well
lots at Long Beach, Cal.
role, and there are ten more spe
CRAFT
residence
DR.
J.
E.
t
Apply at Citizen office,
ventilated rooms, nicely furnished,
cialists
with the com nan v who will
Grande
Rio
specialties.
rates reasonable.
Dental Surgery.
Introduce
The Miorus
easy
An
TRADL
SALE
OR
FOR
LILLIAN NORDICA.
Rooming House, 519 West Central.
compares with the best. All the
living, automatic pop corn and peagirls
young,
talare
rooms
handsome
and
8s
9
Roosas
Barneta
furnished
Apply
and
good
pinnacle
Two
new.
as
Batldtat
roaster;
RBNT
that was never before
nut
FOR
ented. The costumes they wear are reached by any other artist In any
Over CRleny'a Drag
220 West Silver quick.
for light hou.sekee.ping; close busibrilliant, bright and expensive, and part of the lobe.
Appointments mad by
ness center; low rent. Jno. M. FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
as there are a number of spectacular
Phone 744.
There Is no living vocalist whose
Moore Realty Co., 219 W. Copper.
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
scenes In the play they have unusual voice
Is so beautiful and who can sing
sunny
large
possess
of
an
nice
to
Instrument
Three
chance
RENT
opportunities to display themselves. high C so thrllllngly. The freshness
FOR
also
housekeeping;
just
what
light
AND
at
half
unexcelled
make
PETTTT.
DRS.
COPP
rooms for
The production will be mounted upon and purity of It Is simply amazing.
On exhibit at Whit- It is worth.
one large stare room cheap. Apply
a scale of grandeur seldom, seen with
It seems useless and a waste of
rear.
at
Sec
Call
store,
124
Music
South
son's
DENTISTS.
Central.
4
West
St
farce comedy. Beautiful scenery and time to dwell further upon the rare
ond street, Albuquerque.
light effects are promised and aa the gifts of Mme. iXordlca.
As all the
production
materially musical world knows, she stands to
has been
FOR SALE Four business lets west
12,
Room
strengthened since last season, when day both as an interpreter of the
end of viaduct; a snap, at $8,400,
STOLkN act of angle harness and
It was very successful, it will
no great operatic works of the old mn- Re- M. P. Stamm.
ot surgical iu ui 10 South
doubt make a big hit. "Hand and ters without a peer, and as a con
Burton,
. L.
ward.
N. T. Arniijo Building.
FOR SALE Remington typewrite.
Nix" with Dixon and Bernard, Kitty cert singer, she never has had an
fine order. Mlllett studio.
alter street.
Beck and forty others, will most as equal.
and
hotel
suredly please tho patrons of the
FOR SAJJSTranalent
SALESMEN
tV.
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44.
Box
rooming house.
t. ALGER, D. D.
Elks.
For That Dull Feeling After Kating.
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FORSALB
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Boa
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0
to
to
trotter; fast and stylish. Also three
has
..rince in
and Liver Tablets for some time, and
NORDICA
GREATER
1:0 to ft p. an.
young Jersey sows. 1483 South
anil' iaM .1f trade in NeW Mexico
can testify that they have done me
Broadway. Geo. A. Blake.
an uifoelled specialty proration.
more good than any tablets I have
Appotetsnents made ky
evtr used. My trouble was a heavy
Coramhon, with 835 weeklyseason FOR 8ALE Extracted honey, 10
THAN
EVER
BEFORE
A
West Ceatral
foi senses. Our
can for
pounds for $1.00; 68-ldull feeling after eating. David
Continental
opens January 4tn.
Freeman, Kempt. Nova Scotia. These
$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P,
Jewelry Co., Cleveland, unio.
Allen, P. O. box 801, Albuquerque,
tablets strengthen the stomach and
LAWYERS
The tires lest Prwniall.st Noprano of Improve the digestion. They also reg
N. M.
vVANTED 600 experienced salesmen
the Buy, Slic Stand l"wn a
ulate the llvtr and bowels. They are
of good address at once to sell
R. W. D. JtRYAH
tar superior to pills but cost no more.
Mexican lands; big commissions;
of Her Own.
to
making
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Jet a free sample at any drug store
our best men are
Attorney
buys
Law
at
everybody
and see what a splendid medicine
$1,008 a month;
Mme. Lillian Nordica stands today It la.
'BNTRAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
land. Mexican West Coast Comupon a pedeotal of her own. The
OAos First National Bank
118 West Central Ave., TeL 788
pany. Kansas City. Mo.
greatest dramatic soprano of the day.
Alewjeerque, New
Labor furnished for contractors on
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possessed of all the rarest musical
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points where the
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fare
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HAWAII OBJECTS
TO FEDERAL

"INSULT"
The Islands Classed as "Pos
sessions" When They
Should be a "Ter-

ritory"

as

It Is irritating to be classed

a "dependency."

in an equal
Hawaii is
degree with the territories of Arizona
The executive
and New Mexico.
power is .vested in a governor who la
appointed by the president, as Is also
the territorial secretary, but both of
these officials must be citizens of the
territory. The other territorial ottt- -'
cials are appointed by tho governor,
with the approval of the upper housa
of the legislature.
A law making body consisting of a
Senate of fifteen members, and a
House of thirty members, elected by
thf, people meets biennially and has
power to formulate any law not In
conflict with the federal constitutlon.
The governor has power of veto, but
vote of both house
a
passes any measure over his veto. Ha
has even greater powers than the goy- -,
ernors of the mainland territories la
a number of instances. He may, for
example, suspend the
writ of habeas
i A nail . . ramila. fnp.ott
two-thir-

V.

postofflce lVhZt lSt?n
Honolulu, Dec. 29,-- The
department has ruled that Hawaii the president.
In common with the other terrl- cannot benefit by the recently lnau- Hawaii Is represented In Con- guratcd two-celetter rate on post- - tories,
gress by one delegate who has floor
age between the United folates and prlvegefl , the HoUB8i but n0 vot0.
Great Britain. In passing on the sub- Tne judciary consists of a suprema
Ject the second acslstant postmaster court four circuit courts and num- general has written to the local post- - er0u8 district courts. The Justices ot
master that tho agreement "does not tne supreme and circuit courts ara
Rico and appointed by the president, with tha
embrace Hawaii, Porto
other possessions of the United approval of the Senate.
States."
custom
Moreover, through her
An a result of this ruling the in- - house, postofflce and internal
of Hawaii In general enue office, Hawaii turns over to tha
knows no bounds, and some warm federal treasury every year nearly
cablegrama have gono to the terrl- - five times the amount the government
tory's representatives In Washington, rturns In a year in salaries, publla
and to tlovernor W. F. Frear, who buildings, harbors, light houses and
Is there also at present.
Not that maintenance, etc., not to speak, of
Hawallans care about the paltry pen- - some 119,000,000 per year in merries Involved, but to be classed by a chandlse purchased on the mainland.
department ofllcial as a "possession,"!
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED1
against!
end thereby discriminated
Weighty and wrathy editorials have J'00?' 'JPJ?i!.on"-- ""
burdened tho pagea of the local pa- - Tnere is only one way to euro deaf-per- s.
When will mainland Americans ness, and that Is by constitutional ren
J"r..,?,.fn2
and especially that portion of the flamed condition of C8U,ef
he
population living east of the Alle- - of th, Eustachian Tube.
When this
ghanles, and above all, federal otll- - tube Is Inflamed you bave a rumbling
a
clala learn the true status of Hawaii?
How much hammering Is it going to mult
unleM the mriametlon caa
require to make them realize that be taken out and this tubs restored to
"orrnl
Hawaii is not a "potion"," That
ner"!0.
tE
Hawaii is much
than Bra ciua9a by catarrn, which la
In so far as local powers of Ing but an Inflamed condition of the
government are enjoyed, and In some
rjou.r. for
powers any case or oearneu (caused
respects has even broader
by cathan have Arizona, and New Mexico? tarrh; that cannot be cured by ids Us
Bend
Cure.
for circulars frea
That Hawaii is not a part of the Unit- Catarrh
K. J.
CO.. Toledo, O.
ed States as""a spoil of conquest, or Bold by CHENBIf
Druggists, no.
through servile petition of the islands Take Hall s Family Pills for eonstlpa.
to be taken In. but by agreement, and tlon
under a binding contract, which took KTKVMFR WAS SIXK
expression In form of an "Organic
AMI t'RKW UROWNKD.
Act," by Congress, of comprehensive
Newcastle. N. S. W., Dec. 23. Tha
scope? It Is held here that even an British
steamer Advance and tha
act of Congress annulling the Organic British hark Inverna
were In colAct of Hawaii would not be suntaln-e- d lision off here yesterday.
The Adby the courts owing to the condi
went down and with the extions under which she cnlerej the vance
ception of the first ofllcer. all her
Union.
crew lost their liviti. The Icerna pot
Since the postal rate matter broke Into Newcastle,
leaking badly.
loose, It has been remembered thut
other department
have been FlightMu.wulur Ialns Cured.
ing Hawaii also. The treasury de
"During the summer
1803
was
partment this year omits to Include truobled with muscular ofnnln. InI Ih.
in the customs report of the United instep of my foot," says Mr. 8 Ped-Hatthe district of Hawaii, which ,ar of Tor)nto. Ont. "At times 'it was
should Rtnn.l twelfth in the list, with . ,,alriful I could harllv
Ph.n.
Its collections of 11,550,157.32.
And berlaln's Pain Balm was
this, f urthi rtnore, after Hawaii had ed to me, so I tried It andrecommendwas combeen properly recognized in the re- pletely cured by one small bottle. I
port in previous years. Tho general have since recommendtj it to
several
ignorance Is shown by a long list of of my friends, all of
speak
editorial references In eastern news- highly of it." Foi sale whom
ty
all drugpapers in which Hawaii Is classed as gists.
a 'Meiiendency" or "possession."
or
shunted Into the same class with the
PtMMC I'MM iti:
Noi ii:n.
Philippine, l'orto Hico an.l (juam.
XeW Y o k. lie
ri - The failure of
As u matter of fact. Hawaii's pride W. II. P or 4: i' i.,
rs and bank- is hurt.
Keeling tliat in reality she ers. was announced oh the stock
sianos, ir anytning, in a nigner place exchange yterd3y.
Poor made n
in tne union man even
vi- the wo.nnrnnitni i.ir ih. h.n
nd territories, Arizona and New creditors Saturday.
A
nt

J'.h,0,
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the first of the members to help the
Order o.' Hteam Shovel and Dredge
Workers of this country. They will fee
In town a few days more and they
think well of Albuquerque and Its
future,
St.
4. S. Eldrldire, representing
Louts capitalists, who own a large
We have a fresh supply of
area of land In the Rio Puerco valley,
Insure In the Occidental life.
where artesian water was struck a
Fine line of Chrlatmaa candles at few months ago, Is In tho city on his
way to Suwanee from a business trip
I
the Richelieu grocery.
to
Mexico.
Nelson,
of San
Mr. and Mr. W. E.
I
Captain Henry flehultx, who was ar
Antonla, wor vlaltora In the city yesrested by the police yesterday morn- terday.
ng charged with shooting at a, couple
Horn, to Mr. and Mr. D. E. Phillips
of negro boys, was bound over to the
of Fourth street and Lead avenue, a grand
To
Jury in Judge McClcllan's court
baby girl.
last evening, and remanded to the
Day
New
GroNew Tear's turkeys, Richelieu
county Jail In default of bond.
cery store. Leave your order early.
yourdid
superintendent
C.
of
K. Lukens,
Dr.
A Superior At tide sold
Steve Canovan, a prominent coal the Children's Home Society, left for
Chicago,
morning
III., this
to attend
operator of Oallup, la in the city on
at the price of ordinary
gift.
the meeting of the National Chilbusiness.
con-vn... candies ...
The ticket sale for Nordiea will dren's InHome Societies, which
in
Or
that city for a three days'
open January .6 The great singer Is
today.
beginning
billed to appear at the Klks' theater
Dr. Henry C. Thomson left hist
January 9.
night for New lork City, where he
for
come
on
Fresh apple elder for New Year's will
assist a committee In the work of
at the Richelieu Grocery.
able
translating the Bible from the Heby
The Informal party to be given
brew and Greek texts Into Spanish.
you.
Mr. Wroth in honor of Mrs. R. P. It is expected It will require about
PHONE 72
Hall, was postponed on account of the six years to complete It.
illne
$3.25 to 15.00
of Mrs. Wroth.
Owing to tho fact that Hans and
Stylish Shoes for Men
75c to $3.50
Comfortable House Slippers for men
J. B. Cruson, secretary and treas- Nix, which appears ut the Elks' the
and Fed- ater January 4. played at El Paso fjr
urer of the
$3.00 to $5.00
Handsome Shoes for Women
OfflCE SUPPLIES
company
Smelting
Socorro, 75 cents und 31, Manager Matson reof
eral
$5.50
$1.60
to
Dainty Dress Slippers for Women
prlceg
to
to
the
here
boost
fused
is in the city on business.
05c to $1.50
31.50, which has been the usual price
Neat Felt Slippers for Women
Mrs.
daughter,
R.
Mensch
It.
and
Another year has gone and a new
$3.50
for comic opera.
65c
to
Shoes and Slippers for Children
Rita, will leave Thursday on the limwho one ushered In. The old books are
An examination for women
ited for Los Angeles, Cal., where they wish to become press feeders In the to be closed up and new ones subwill spend the winter months.
government printing offices, will - be stituted. There are some new and
Don't fail to attend the Woodman held in this city January 20. Infor- up to date methods of
ball at Convention hall New Year's mation concerning It may be had on that save a greal deal of labor. Get
CLEARANCE SALE PRICES ON
Eve. Cavanaugh orchestra. Ball first application made at civil service de next.
Here are some of this things we
partment at Washington.
class in all its appointments.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Connor, of Den carry that yon will need:
There will be a, called meeting of
Ledgers, journals, day books, cash
the Ladles of the Grand Army tomor ver, Colo., passed through the city
row afternoon at 2:30, at Odd Fel yesterday en route to San Francisco, books and records, all sizes and
lows' hall, for special drill work. where they will spend the winter
Trial Balance Books.
By order of the president.
months. Mrs. Connor is the daugh
Start the New Year tight by learning 1 Km' to economize on your
Invoice Books.
n
M.
K.
Muller,
ter
of
a
at
shipment
Finnan
Iladdie
Fresh
millinery purciiases.
The Shannon File.
In
Is
well
of
Denver,
aire
known
and
Jose
San
Market.
the
The Clip File.
Come to ns and w will hvp yon. Our store is crowded with
this city.
Order Books.
IIATS and UNTRI3LMF.D
John Lelghton, of 1117 South First
TRIM MKT) 1IATS, rELTS, STJtEKT
body
of Mrs. D. D. Farrell,
The
Sales Books (with or without your
street, left last night for Ketncr, whoso death occurred In this city
HATS. We have twice as many as we sltouUl liave at this season
where ha has accepted a position as Christmas eve, was shipped to the name.)
of the year, and we are going to dlxpoc of them If price cutting
Loose Leaf Books.v
blacksmith for the American Lumber old home In Minneapolis, Minn., yes
will do to.
Our assortment of loose leaf books
company.
Oomo in today and buy a hut nt your own price.
morning, interment being covers
terday
everything In ordinary
de
The police have an unclaimed bi made at that place. The body was
cycle at the police headquarters. The accompanied by the husband
and mand.
We also carry a big assortment of
wheel was found in a vacant lot and mother.
Inks, Musllage, Waste Baskets and
is iielleved to be a stolen one dis
Robert Luw, president of the New other office accessories.
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We have on hand quite a stock of New,
Stylish

Smoking Jackets and Bath Robes

CANDIES

remember some of your friends before
Christmas and you received some presents you
not expect. You can easily square
self by buying a pair of our dainty Slippers or
Shoes and sending them as a New Year's
getting
may be you were disappointed
that pair of Shoes or Slippers you had counted
yourself.
handy
and they
to
In either case we are anxious and
serve
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which we are anxious to close out, and we
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We are also showing a fine line of BOYS'
CLOTHING which we have marked
down. Our Holiday line of

MALOY'S

Neckwear and Handkerchiefs
is also marked at very attractive prices,

and we invite an inspection and comparison
V

book-keepi-

Simon Stern

The Central Ave.
Clothier

multi-millio-

Why Mot

GIVE A USEFUL PRESENT
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We give you both. Conapare our coal with
others as to QUALITY and TEST WEIGHTS
as to QUANTITY, and be convinced that ours
is the best and cheapest. We also handle
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mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.
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See
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L. BELL CO.
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WOMEN'S WOES.

The

Albuquerque Women Are Finding Re- lier at iasu
of the finest quality, artistically mounted.
It does seem that women have
nore than fair share of the aches
...WATCHES...
cid pains that afflict humanity: they
of all grades, in solid gold, gold filled and silver cases; all prices
must "keep up," must attend to duand every one warranted.
des in spite of constantly aching
backs, or headaches, dlszy spells.
bearing-dow- n
pains; they must stoop
Finger rings brooehes, bracelets, back combs, etc.
over, when to stoop means torture.
They must walk and bend and work
...CUT GLASS...
with racking pains and many aches
iMttotmt make
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suffering than any other organ of the
body. Keep the kidneys well and
...SILVERWARE...
health la easily maintained. Read of
I
every description, both Sterling and Plated.
a remedy for kidneys only that helps
Jewelry Stores
See us for anything usually found In first-claand cures the kidneys and Is endorsed
by people you know.
Quality Is absolutely guaranteed and prices as low as reliable
goods can be sold for.
Mrs. Ida Johnson, living at 414
North Fourth street, Albuquerque, N.
M., says: "Doan's Kidney Pills quick
ly and effectively relieved me of pain
In the back, which had troubled me
at Intervals for some time. Any prep
aration which acts as fully up to the
claims made for them as Doan's Kidney Pills deserves unqualified praise.
As a genuine kidney medicine I hearOpposite Sturges Hotel
Central Avenue
tily recommend Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price CO
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
N. T., sole agents for the United
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE States.
311-3- 1
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nd take no other.
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GALLUP LUMP COAL
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MILL WOOD AND KINDLING
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AZTEC FUEL

Fifty cases of the
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B. II.
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PHARMACY

a case.

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND
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CORN which we
will sell at the low
price of

& Co.

DRUGGISTS
PHARMACY

$1.25 for t dozen

Occidental Building

Bring U

Your Prescriptions

Your Credit is Good
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SKINNER'S

205 South First Street

E. MAHARAM
$1.00

per reek

B1SW. Central Ave.
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Hawley on the Corner

Show your individuality by
buying something distinctive
for Xmas drifts. We carry an
exclusive line of Oriental Novelties besides our Meilcaa Ooeda
and lodlaa Csrlot.
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C. A. HtJDSOX

Most disfiguring
skin eruptions,
scrofula, pimples, rawhts, etc., are due
to Impure blood.
Blood
Burdock
BitttTs is a cleansing blood tonic.
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d,
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E. L. WASHBURN CO.
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store.

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

NEW

Strong Brothers

o

hear the new double-face- d
records for the Victor. Latest meter,-Call and

WholesaleHardware
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Horses, cows, burros, mules, sheep
or any livestock, at ZOO North

Whitney Company

r

and Quantity

Q uality
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c. a.
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Subscribe for the Citizen and get
the news.
Our work Is RIOHT In every de-iat tncut. Ilubbs loundry Co.
A voto airainst tlw wwer Ixmiln ts a
o4e HRaiiiNt (irenter Albuquerque.

DUKE CITY
HATTERS

AND

GLEANERS

Ladles' and Gentlemen's cloth-lu- g
of all kliuls, rugs and
draperies, cleaned by the
VACUUM METUOD.
Ilain

Cleaned
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and Repaired.

West Gold Avenue,
Phone 441.
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